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DIGITAL
WORKER
Using Digital Tools
to Deliver Water Services

Executive
Summary

This BAYWORK White Paper on The Digital
Worker reflects the shared expertise of
utility staff, professional associations,
and consultants in relation to both the
opportunities and the challenges faced by
water utilities in their use of digital tools. The
Advisory Group was composed of subject
matter experts from both the United States
and Canada (see Attachment I).
The White Paper provides information on
multiple aspects of utility use of digital tools.
This Executive Summary summarizes crosscutting issues.
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1

Realistic Assessment of
Organizational Readiness

Purchasing digital tools does not solve water utility problems. Digital tools are more likely
to achieve their intended purpose when water utilities plan for and provide the full range of
resources needed in order for the organization to make effective use of the tool.
Utilities often build business cases that compare the purchase price of a digital tool with
an anticipated return on investment, without taking into account all resources that will be
required for successful implementation of the tool.

Examples of actions required at different stages of
the planning and implementation process include:
•

•

•

Clear definition of the problem that

•

Thorough investigation of alternative

needs to be solved, and how a digital

approaches and tools for solving the

tool will address it

problem

Employee impacts, ranging from

•

Both initial and long-term support

elimination of their current jobs to

for user training (e.g., ongoing

the need to learn new workflows

training, and continuous availability of

and new tools

training materials and mentoring)

Evaluation of cybersecurity risks
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•

•

Identification of existing workflows

•

The cost of modifying job

and systems that will be impacted

classifications, job descriptions

by a new system — including

and requirements, salaries, and

impacts on workgroups other than

recruitment practices, to support

those that will be using the tool

recruitment and retention of killed

The leadership required to provide

digital workers

sound and consistent guidance to
the project
Just as we don’t expect the purchase of an exercise bike to bring us personal fitness,
vendor presentations sometimes spark the hope that purchase of a digital tool will
automatically translate into effective use of the capabilities designed into the tool.
This is magical thinking.
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2

Organizational Culture

The water industry is a digital industry. Specific knowledge and skills required will vary
by job category, but the term “digital worker” applies to all job categories. This must
be reflected in activities ranging from updating of job descriptions and provision
of staff training to support for external stakeholders (e.g., community colleges,
community-based organizations, and unions) who prepare candidates for water
industry jobs. The challenge of the water industry is not to select and implement
the digital tools of today, but to build organizational cultures and internal or shared
resources that will support continuous change and improvement.
The organizational structures, staffing patterns, and policies, and cultural
expectations of most utilities are built around the assumption that facilities,
processes, and job responsibilities will be relatively static over time.
The expectation of low staff turnover has resulted in minimal investments in
recruitment, retention, and staff training.
Human resource functions are often staffed at a level that assumes little change in
the type of job categories needed, or the skills and knowledge required to perform
the jobs. Many utilities provide only the bare minimum of staff training required to
meet health and safety and water quality regulations. The capacity of most utilities
in the areas of documentation, staff development, technical training, and knowledge
management is also limited, so that they are organizationally unprepared to help
staff learn to use new processes and technologies.
Failure to anticipate the rapid acceleration of availability and use of digital tools has
resulted in Information Technology functions that are understaffed and/or staffed at a
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municipal level with inadequate understanding of operational IT needs. IT staff may be
prepared to support generic business systems, but not the complex systems required to
monitor and control water/wastewater collection, transmission, and treatment systems.
Utilities have not expected themselves to teach, and often have not required their
employees to learn.
While most utilities perceive or at least present themselves as innovative, investments
have not been made in the information technology, human resources, staff training,
or salary levels that would be required for successful implementation of
new technologies.
Utilities should learn to differentiate between:
•

Employees who are afraid to change

•

Employees who accurately suspect that their organization will not provide
sufficient support to help them change

•

Potential and current employees who welcome the opportunity to learn new skills
and accomplish new goals

•

Leaders who hold themselves accountable for providing adequate support for
change are in a position to update expectations for employee performance; this
type of accountability also promotes improved employee morale and staff retention.

Pragmatic innovation requires shared analysis of challenges, options, and resources
required, as well as the ability to acknowledge and learn from mistakes.
A corporate culture that supports innovation does not require everyone to learn at
the same speed.
It does require everyone to try to learn and requires utilities to provide support for
continuous learning.
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3

Willingness to Invest
Resources Required

Water tends to be underpriced relative to its value, and utilities frequently focus on
cutting costs rather than upgrading service. Customers and the environment will
benefit most from digital tools when utilities realistically assess and budget for the
resources required for service improvements.
The historically low cost of water undercuts the ability of the water industry to
compete with the adaptability of industries that are prepared to spend more money
in order to make more money. A focus on “doing more with less” often translates
into unwillingness to make the investments required for system reliability and
sustainability. For example, in implementing automated meter reading infrastructure,
the focus may be on eliminating or reducing the number of meter reading positions.
As a result, a utility may overlook the opportunity to hire more highly skilled staff
to analyze and communicate the useful findings provided by near-continuous
meter readings. Many digital tools provide an opportunity to provide higher quality
customer service and reduce water waste.
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4

The Necessity for Collaboration

The extremely decentralized nature of the water industry makes it impossible
for utilities of all sizes to bring sufficient resources to this challenge. Increased
collaboration at multiple levels is the water industry’s only realistic strategy for
achieving more effective use of digital tools.
Learning from other industries
For-profit industries that focus on earning a profit rather than only cutting costs are
often more advanced than the water industry in their use of digital tools. Investigation
of how digital tools are used in other industries can help the water industry move
forward more quickly in this area.
Collaboration within water utilities
From the planning of digital projects to the selection of tools and their
implementation, it is essential for organizations to be able to coordinate the
efforts of different departments (e.g., information technology, human resources,
and operations), as well as workgroups handling different processes within any
given function and employees at different organizational levels. Concepts of data
ownership need to be replaced by concepts of data quality, data protection, data
sharing, data access, and data integration.
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Collaboration among water utilities and professional associations
Even large utilities often find that the internal resources are insufficient for them to
feel that their analysis of digital options is sufficient and complete. For small utilities,
and utilities that receive information technology support from an IT group that serves
multiple functions, the situation is even more difficult. Water utilities and professional
associations need to support each other at the regional and national level.
Utilities that operate in isolation from each other are overly susceptible to the
information sources that actively come to them, such as product vendors. Utilities can
benefit from the lessons learned by other utilities at the regional, state, national and
even international level. Water and wastewater professional associations can support
this collaboration by supporting research, staff development, and staff training
related to use of digital tools.
Collaborating with organizations that prepare future candidates for water industry jobs
The water industry will be able to move forward more quickly with effective use
of digital tools if digital skills are included in the training provided to potential
candidates by high schools, community colleges, universities, union training
programs, and NGO’s. Effective use of digital tools will require strong communication
and analytical skills, understanding of relevant scientific and math concepts, and
ability to use the digital tools now required for both planning and operations (e.g.,
transmission modeling, analysis of water pressure and water quality in distribution
and transmission systems, information on facilities stored in geographic information
systems, and automated work order systems to track inspection, operations, and
maintenance of facilities). Increasingly, effective use of digital tools will also require
workers to understand the logic behind the mathematical formulas associated with
big data and machine learning, and to work with Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools to
combine the capacities of human beings and machines.
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Building digital skills into the development of potential candidates for water industry
jobs will require the water industry to communicate effectively with educational
institutions, unions, and NGOs about the skills that will be required for the water
professionals of the future.
Since many educational and training organizations do not have sufficient financial
resources to purchase all of the digital tools currently required for water industry
work, or hire instructors who are familiar with these tools, utilities should provide
opportunities for student exposure to these tools (e.g., through internships, preapprenticeship programs, and apprenticeship programs).
This White Paper Project was designed with the intent to provide useful guidance to
water utilities on workforce issues related to use of digital skills; we believe the White
Paper achieves this purpose. However, the gap between where our industry is now
and where it needs to be is so broad that discussion among Advisory Group members
resulted in multiple suggestions for future work at the agency, regional, and national
level. These suggestions are contained in the Possible Next Steps section attached to
this White Paper.
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“

valuable work is
accomplished only
when an appropriate tool
is selected, and the tool
is used with skill.

Introduction

This White Paper has been produced by BAYWORK, a consortium of water/
wastewater utilities in the San Francisco Bay Area of California that focuses
on workforce reliability, with the support of an expert Advisory Group. The
Advisory Group included water professionals from utilities, professional
associations, and consulting companies from across the United States and
Canada (see Attachment I). Together, they have identified both challenges and
lessons learned in relation to effective use of digital tools (which have been
defined for the purpose of this paper to include software, hardware, sensors,
communication, and all other aspects of using information technology to
support the provision of water services) by the digital worker (a water utility
employee who uses digital tools to perform their work).
Using this definition, this report reflects the view that we are rapidly moving
into a time when all utility employees will need to be able to use digital tools,
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although the level and type of digital skills needed in different job classifications
will vary. With digital products, as with all other tools we use to achieve
important ends, valuable work is accomplished only when an appropriate tool
is selected, and the tool is used with skill. No digital tool is, in itself, a solution.
The ends we achieve using even the best of them will be constrained by our
individual and organizational capabilities.
This report was developed in response to questions raised by water/wastewater
professionals at a workshop on The Digital Worker sponsored by BAYWORK at
the Utility Management Conference in Anaheim, California in February of 2020.
In this workshop, presenters discussed the challenges, lessons learned, and
possible next steps toward becoming an industry that is better prepared to
use digital tools to upgrade its service to communities and the environment.
Participants in this workshop identified areas where they would appreciate
further guidance; this document reflects the topics they identified, as well as
others subsequently identified by the Advisory Group.
This report uses the generic term “water utility” to include all utilities involved
with surface water, groundwater, desalinated water, wastewater, recycled
water, industrial water effluent, and stormwater discharge. These are all
significant responsibilities of the water industry. Due to the importance of
water, we share the obligation to make effective use of the best tools of our
generation to deliver these services.
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METHODOLOGY
1

Content Areas
Information was collected from Advisory
Group members on the following topics:

2

1.

Selection of Digital Tools

2.

Organizational Culture

3.

Coordination with Existing
Workflows and Systems

4.

Human Resource Issues

5.

Information Technology Support

6.

Initial and Ongoing Staff Training

7.

Developing Qualified
Candidates with Digital Skills

8.

Artificial Intelligence

9.

Cybersecurity.

Process
Activities of the BAYWORK White Paper project included the following:

3

•

Kick-off meeting of the Advisory Group on October 13, 2020

•

Collection and review of input forms, supplemented by telephone and
videoconference interviews with individual members as needed

•

A videoconference meeting with Information Technology professionals on
the Advisory Group to gather additional information on technical issues
(December 11, 2020)

•

Distribution of a draft White Paper in February 2021, for review and
comment by Advisory Group members

•

Establishment of a Next Steps Workgroup, which met on March 4, 2021 and
March 9, 2021 to identify possible next steps for research and collaborative
efforts at the utility, regional, national, and international level.

Format of Report
The guidance provided in each topic area includes an introduction to the topic,
a discussion of challenges currently experienced by water utilities in this area,
and lessons learned.
16
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SELECTION OF DIGITAL TOOLS
The format of the input form used to gather information, observations, and
recommendations from Advisory Group members was deliberately unstructured,
so that Advisory Group members could provide as much or as little information
on any topic as they chose. Significantly, more content was provided on this
topic than on any other topic included in the survey. Selection of digital tools is
clearly a pain point for the water industry.
In their search for appropriate digital products, utilities often feel both isolated
and mismatched. The extreme decentralization of water services in the United
States results in assignment of responsibility for essential services to utilities
that are small, under-funded, and under-staffed in many respects, including
Information Technology support; however, selection of appropriate digital
tools can also be difficult for even the largest utilities. Presentations at national
conferences and publications in professional journals that relate to digital
tools are often produced by a vendor. Mechanisms for communication and
collaboration among utilities in this area are sparse. While knowledgeable
consultants can provide valuable support, utilities that could benefit from
consulting support may be unaware that they need help, lack sufficient funding
to acquire it, or be unsure whom to trust.
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Photo courtesy of Easy Bay Municipalities District

CHALLENGES
1

One Advisory Group member described the water sector as “the Wild West of
digitalization,” noting that “Anyone can ‘code’ and program with a basic google
search by watching YouTube videos. Many times, digital tools we are using are
not as polished as they could and should be.”

2

Digital tools are often selected without a clear understanding of the problems
the organization is trying to solve. Unless the utility is selecting a digital tool
to support work that is in a new area of responsibility for the utility, they are
often replacing or modifying some set of processes that are already in place.
These may be manual, digital, or a combination of the two. One Advisory Group
member noted that staff often focus on finding something new. By focusing only
on the new, they give insufficient attention to the fact that they are changing
something that is already there. Exclusive focus on the new can prevent staff
from directing sufficient resources to analysis of the changes needed to current
workflows and/or systems to make the change successful.
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3

A key challenge is to involve all impacted divisions, and all levels within those
divisions, in defining the functionalities that are required. A tool selected by
IT or by one operational division often requires adaptations from other parts
and levels of the organization. Willing adaptation may not be forthcoming if
the tool is imposed without agreement and consultation. Selection processes
can be dominated by individuals with a higher-level organizational status. The
organization may provide belated or inadequate consideration of issues raised
by staff members with less status but more operational expertise. Obtaining
input from the full range of participants in organizations, who will be impacted,
as well as those at all levels, is difficult when staff workloads are already full.
In some cases, front-line staff see no need for change. Unless supervisors and
managers require their subordinates to contribute, adequate input from staff at
all levels may not be provided during the needs-assessment process.

4

It is difficult for utilities to obtain comprehensive unbiased information on the
capacities of a tool relative to other similar products. Vendors know how to show
their products to advantage and are most likely to share references from utilities
that have expressed satisfaction with their product. Utilities do not have easy
access to information on which utilities are using various tools for a particular
purpose, or the utilities’ experiences with those tools. To quote one Advisory
Group member, “Business users struggle to get accurate information about the
capabilities of digital tools, usually because the tools are presented by sales
representatives of companies who work hard to give a good sales pitch.” Staff
from another utility echoed this concern: “The decision to go with a particular
tool can be challenging… and involves guessing. Utilities are rarely in a position
to actually see the real-time application of digital tools before selecting the best
option for them. Nor are we aware of the different tools available.”
This is an area where consultants who are knowledgeable about digital tools on
the market and sound selection processes can be helpful.
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It is not sufficient to determine the product that is best-in-class for a specific
purpose. The utility needs to take into account existing workflows and systems
that will be impacted by or need to be integrated with the new tool. Frequently,
a utility adopts a new system that requires process changes; this may be done
to drive a process change, or without full awareness of the changes that will
be required to workflows in order to implement the new system effectively. If
workflow changes necessitated by adoption of the new tool are not understood
and agreed to prior to implementation, the need to adopt unanticipated and/
or undesired workforce changes can greatly complicate the implementation
process. As noted by an Advisory Group member, “Digital tools often integrate
functions and processes that are “owned” by different parts of the organization.
Integration can be uncomfortable because it increases reliance on others and
transparency.” Implementation of the tool can be jeopardized if staff … “don’t
understand or do not support the underlying integration that will be needed.”
When stakeholders and subject matter experts fail to provide very specific
direction on functionalities required, the organizational unit that handles the final
selection (e.g., the purchasing department of municipality) may focus on cost
rather than functionality. Final tool selection is often done by staff members who
are completely disconnected from and unfamiliar with the work.
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5

A key point often overlooked in the selection of digital tools is that the features of
a software or hardware product are only half of the equation. The key to success
is whether the organization brings, from its side, the will, level of investment, and
competence to make good use of the tool. Organizations need to realistically assess
the gap between the readiness of both IT and operational staff to use the tools,
and the organization’s willingness to address the gap. Ability to purchase a digital
product is no guarantee of the organization’s willingness to fund all components of
effective implementation (e.g., staff training, documentation of new procedures, or
sufficient staff redundancy to design the project, test the new product, and maintain
a normal level of support for ongoing work). Even managers who enjoy a reputation
for technical innovation do not always provide leadership and consistent support
for a corporate culture that requires flexibility, change, and cooperative working
relationships among the many components of the organization whose contributions
are required for successful implementation.

6

Within an organization, there are different levels of understanding of the workflows
and systems that are already in place. As noted by one Advisory Group member,
“many users and potential purchasers approached by technology salespeople
don’t really understand what the utility already has.” In a large organization,
current systems are often understood only by a small number of specialists in the
IT department who are not close to or engaged with the challenges operational
staff are experiencing. They may not be knowledgeable enough about operational
needs to recommend different ways of using the applications and data the utility
already has. In this situation, “it is easy for potential buyers to be convinced that
something new and shiny will solve a problem or close a gap for them.”
Many utilities already own multiple software systems with overlapping data
and/or functions. For example, a utility may store information related to facilities
in systems data acquisition and control systems, geographic information
systems, and asset management (work order) systems, possibly using different
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nomenclature for the same facilities in different systems. Often there is more
excitement about purchasing new tools than upgrading the use of existing ones.
They often do not think through how the new tools will be integrated with ones
that will remain in use. New products need to be a fit, not only for the operational
needs identified, but also for the technical and procedural environment they will
be added to.
One Advisory Group member observed, “It is rare for there to be a really careful,
comprehensive evaluation of the need for action, or whether purchasing
or leasing a new tool is really the right action to take.” Often, an incomplete
understanding of tools already owned by the utility is combined with insufficient
clarify on where the utility is trying to go. The utility may create a laundry
list of desired features without differentiating between them. These would
include features needed to support organizational priorities and features that

“

are attractive and would be nice to have. The evaluation processes used by
organizations can exacerbate this problem. Another Advisory Group member
commented, “It takes time and a structured process to find the right tools.”

It is rare for there to be a really
careful, comprehensive evaluation
of the need for action, or whether
purchasing or leasing a new tool is
really the right action to take.
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7

The selection process is often driven by managers, engineers, IT professionals,
or consultants who fail to consider different types or categories of users. In that
case, they may not take into account how receptive front-line users will be to
change, the magnitude of the change required, their current level of capability,
competence and comfort with the tools they already have, the level of process
change and training that will be required to accommodate the new tools, or
the skillsets that will be required to sustain and enhance them over time. This
reality is sometimes obscured by the fact that lip service is often given to these
concepts, creating an expectation that these issues will be addressed. After
the tool has already been selected and the organization has committed to its
deployment, the organization frequently decides that they don’t have the time
or resources to live up to these commitments. Backing off from their original
plans to “do it right,” the decision is made that somehow the users will have to
make up any deficits later. Consultants and vendors sometimes contribute to
this failure by trying to limit the support they will offer for a particular price, but
it is sometimes the utility itself that ignores consultant recommendations to
spend more time on these issues.

8

The public sector competitive procurement process can itself be a barrier to
making a good selection. Although participants often have some discretion on
how the process is structured, it is usually based on the idea that a single winner
will be chosen (whereas a combination of tools may actually be the best choice.)
It is assumed that an ideal blend of functionality, vendor performance, and cost
will emerge through a competitive process, resulting in the best choice for the
utility. However, conventional procurement processes can discourage the use
of pilots or trials that can help utilities evaluate how technologies function within
their ecosystems and help them find fatal flaws before they have made major
financial commitments to vendors.
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9

As ideas are garnered on functionality, it is often difficult for an organization to
differentiate between the functionalities desired, the functionalities needed, the
functionalities that the organization has the capacity to implement, and software
or hardware features that the utility does not have the capacity to fully utilize.
One Advisory Group member noted that many best-in-class software tools have
much more functionality than most organizations would ever use: “Vendors love
to display bells and whistles which can distract from critical business features”
that the utilities actually need. “While purchase of the tools might be costeffective for an organization that had the capacity to utilize the features, the tool
may not be cost-effective for a utility that will never use them.”
The processes that
are used to gather

“While purchase of the tools might be cost-effective

input and prioritize

for an organization that had the capacity to utilize

criteria can also

the features, the tool may not be cost-effective for

have unintended

a utility that will never use them.”

consequences. For
example, some software selection processes depend on a step that uses workshops
to assemble functional requirements as part of the design process. This is seen as
a way of broadly surveying what people within the utility think the software should
be able to do. However, these processes often assign roughly equivalent weight to
whatever ideas emerge without (1) considering whether available software options
can actually meet all these requirements or (2) prioritizing requirements that may in
fact be critical to project success or user adoption.
When there is a scoring process with too many criteria, then the influence of
any one factor can become insignificant, even if that criterion is critical for
operational reliability. This becomes particularly problematic when operational
functionality is treated as only one consideration among many factors (e.g., cost
of ownership, contractor installation, and past performance of the vendor).
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10

Some utilities are not fully aware of cybersecurity risks or tools for evaluating
them, so that new tools are not initially evaluated in terms of their vulnerability
to cybersecurity attacks. It is easier to evaluate the risks prior to selection of a
package than to address risks after the tool has been selected and installed.
Staff who take the lead in creating software and hardware contracts are not
always knowledgeable about the contractual terms needed to financially
protect the agencies from unanticipated outcomes (e.g., unanticipated levels of
equipment failure on sensing devices).

11

Selection of IT tools is often interpreted as an IT task, although in many cases
the IT staff of a municipality or even a utility may have limited understanding
of operational requirements. However, diverse competencies are needed to
select the best tools for the organization. As noted in one input form, “There is a
talent gap in being able to identify, select, and implement digital tools. We have
experts in what we do, experts in technology and experts in change, but very few
employees with expertise in all three.”
New tools should (1) be user-friendly, efficient, and intuitive for the end user, (2)
provide the necessary reports and information for management, and (3) be
consistent with the organization’s IT data application framework and standards.
However, not all of these criteria may receive equal consideration, depending on
who in the organization is driving the project.

12

Products are sometimes purchased and implemented on the basis of
assumptions of increased effectiveness and efficiency, without performance
measures being put in place and monitored to determine whether projected
benefits are realized. It is significantly easier to look good by showing new
systems in a report to Board members or at a conference than to implement
new systems in a way that actually improves outcomes for a customers,
ratepayers, and the environment.
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Product selection can reflect unexamined assumptions: e.g., that a digital tool
will be better or faster than a manual one, that a commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) solution will be better than a custom one, that IT can’t afford to support
customization of a new or existing tool, or that users will quickly learn to use a
new tool without much investment in training. Utility employees from the top tier
of management to the entry level of operations can also be struck by “New Toy
Syndrome.” As noted in one input form, “There are so many tools being peddled
that it clouds our judgment. We become so enticed by a new system and its
hypothetical benefits that we forget our true needs.”
Selection of a tool often precedes an evaluation of the organization’s readiness
to use it, in terms of IT support, existing staff skill sets, and staff readiness to learn
new skills. Predictable roadblocks and difficulties are often overlooked, with the
result that staffing plans and budgets are not developed for addressing them.
For example, cost-benefit analyses may identify cost advantages associated
with reducing staffing in some areas (e.g., manual meter reading) without taking
into account new skills and training that will be required (e.g., analysis of the new
information provided by more continuous information on water consumption
provided by automated meter reading infrastructure). Tool selection based
on a misunderstanding of costs or benefits sets the stage for difficulties in
implementation. Usually, some level of a business case is prepared, but the
process can be subjective. Business cases are often affected by those who need
to give approval and where the funding is coming from. For example, project
proposals may need to be approved by IT gatekeepers who (1) may be less
interested in operational benefits and (2) have limited resources to support new
systems. On the other hand, sometimes proposals for new digital systems are
added into specific capital project or maintenance budgets in order to avoid
review by IT staff; this process can facilitate purchase of tools that IT staff will
later be reluctant to maintain.
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LESSONS LEARNED
1

Get a clear understanding of the problem you are trying to
solve before you look for a digital solution.

Understand the tools you already have and determine whether upgrades to
workflows or your use of existing systems might address the problem equally well
at less cost financially and in terms of staff time and process disruption.

2

Involve all parts of the organization, including IT staff that
will use or support a tool, from the beginning stages of the
selection process.
Involvement of cross-functional staff from multiple levels will increase ownership,
accountability, and ownership.
Instead of relying on data, assumptions, or textbook planning alone, managers
should make real-world observations and communicate with the staff who will
be using the tool. Theory-based planning can lead to resistance from staff who
feel management doesn’t understand what they are trying to accomplish.
Identify impacts to people, processes, and technologies of new technological
tools. Within user groups, involve not only managers but also workers at different
levels in the organization. As one Advisory Group member noted, “Everyone is
an SME in their respective area. It is important to hear them out — questions,
concerns, and feedback. Involvement from those who will be using the tools is a
MUST.” SMEs will be able to identify showstoppers such as, critical functionality
that a software tool lacks which might be addressed by modification of that
software or selection of a different tool.
Since staff reluctance to participate in defining the functionality needed for the
tool is a sign that there may later be reluctance to implement it, any issues that
become apparent during the design phase should be identified and addressed
before a new tool is launched.
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3

Needed functionality should be defined in terms of
requirements versus nice-to-haves, with a focus on functions
the utility will have the capability to implement.
Resist the attraction of features that are appealing but not needed or beyond
the capacity of the organization to use.

4

Tool selection should be preceded by an analysis of the
workflows and systems the new system will need to mesh
with, as well as the willingness and preparedness of the staff
to use the new tool.
The organization should assess changes that may be required in corporate
culture, staff training, IT support capabilities, and human resources support in
order to make full use of the tool.

5

Create within the organization an organized process for
evaluating requests for software or hardware initiatives so
that all major digital investments will be evaluated from an
organization-wide perspective.
It can also be useful to have an overall governance structure to direct and
oversee a utility’s technology, projects, strategies, and policies. (A description
of the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission’s SFPUC Business Technology
Council is Attachment V to this report.)

6

Use all resources available to you for investigation of digital
tools rather than relying on the descriptions of vendors, or
utilities identified by vendors, as users of the tool.
Attend vendor demos. Ask questions. Visit utilities using software you are
considering or even software you are not considering, in order to learn more
about options available.
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7

Make a realistic assessment of the capacity of staff to use
new digital tools that are under consideration.
Based on this assessment, develop a plan for addressing any gaps. Alternatives
would include (1) robust investments in training and mentoring, (2) selecting a
different tool consistent with their capacity, and (3) assigning staff to different
responsibilities that will not require use of the tool.

8

Make a short list of products that meet your defined criteria.
In evaluating alternatives, be as impartial and transparent
with vendors as possible.
One Advisory Group member recommended sending Requests for Proposals
only to 3-5 companies whose products or services you are actually considering,
rather than encouraging companies to prepare expensive proposals when you
have already decided against using their product.
Develop a standard quantitative process for evaluation and selection of digital
tools. The selection committee should conduct a collaborative impartial process,
which is fully documented in case questions later arise about the selection process.

9

Create a realistic business case that takes into account not
only the cost of the tool, but the investments that will be
needed in order for the organization to fully utilize the tool.
Take into account that cost savings in some categories of work may be offset
by the need for training of current staff, creation of new job categories with
different skillsets, and increased demands on IT and HR staff. It may also require
additional IT infrastructure (e.g., to support use of devices in the field).
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10

Evaluate cybersecurity risks associated with all tools as part
of the selection process.
A cybersecurity questionnaire should be used to evaluate any possible
digital solutions prior to selection to confirm their security. (A list of sample
cybersecurity questions is contained in Attachment VI to this report.)
Implementing security is easier at the beginning of a project than after the
tool is in use.
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Any new digital tool is a new ingredient dropped into a pre-existing mix
composed not only of manual and digital processes but, perhaps even more
significantly, of an organizational culture. This culture is more (or less) committed
to productivity, innovation, accountability, customer service, and providing both
the leadership and support staff need in order to do quality work. If one were to
read the self-descriptions of utilities across the country, one might imagine they
do in fact provide optimal conditions for implementation of digital tools. The fact
that water utilities see themselves in this positive light, and want their governing
bodies and customers to share this view, makes them eager customers for tools
which they think will help them become, or at least appear to be, more efficient,
innovative, and advanced. The observations of Advisory Group members
indicate that while purchase of tools requires only money, a utility’s ability to fully
utilize them often depends on the organization’s capacity to encourage, support,
and adapt to change.
While a strong organizational culture can be simulated by a top manager who
eloquently and even sincerely expresses this intent, a positive organizational
culture is better understood as a web of commitment and competence
that extends through different levels of the organizational hierarchy (from
managers through supervisors and front-line workers), and different
components of the organization.
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CHALLENGES
1

The organizational culture of many utilities is a significant impediment to
effective implementation of digital tools. In cases where organizational
culture does not support innovation, continuous learning, or accountability,
and managers do not recognize the problem, or commit to addressing it,
implementation of new technologies is difficult.
At best, implementation of digital tools creates stress, as employees try to learn
how to use new systems while handling regular work. As one Advisory Group
member stressed, “Staff needs to be able to ask for help. If errors are made or
commitments can’t be met, staff needs to feel that they can come forward,
be forgiven, and get help to rectify the situation.” This scenario is not feasible
where errors are normally hidden or overlooked. This is unfortunately common in
organizations where managers and supervisors typically respond to employee
errors with blame, anger, and/or shaming.
If weaknesses in the organizational culture are not identified and addressed prior
to initiation of a digital initiative, the digital tool may never be fully implemented,
even if the tool itself is a perfect fit. Selection processes tend to focus on the
capacities of the tool, rather than the capacities of the organization. This reflects
a hope that a new tool will automatically produce good results, whereas in
fact successful implementation requires a successful partnership between the
tool and the organization. The tool alone can’t “make the magic happen.” As
one Advisory Group member noted, “Corporate culture should be considered
when selecting a tool in order to determine how likely it is to be successful in the
organization. Tools that are ‘best’ may not be best for the organization.”
Since utilities are frequently averse to analyzing, recognizing, and documenting
weaknesses in their organizational culture, they sometimes move forward as
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though even fairly obvious weaknesses did not exist. Inevitably, flaws in the
organization’s capacity for collaboration, learning, and productive change will
have an adverse effect on the implementation process. However, since the root
causes were never investigated or identified, lack of clarity about what is causing
difficulties often continues as new problems arise. For example, line workers
may be blamed for laziness when managers have failed to involve subject
matter experts in tool selection and project planning. Managers may also have
failed to provide sufficient staffing support to give workers time to participate
in project planning or testing of the tool. Managers may have failed to devote
sufficient time and resources to staff training. Sometimes in their zeal for change,
managers implement multiple systems for addressing the same function
simultaneously, or replace old systems repeatedly, without adequate time for
organizational adaptation.
The capacity of staff to incorporate endless rapid changes to workflows and
processes is not unlimited.

2

Lack of diversity in an organization’s workforce can contribute to stagnation.
One aspect of the corporate cultures of some organizations is a tendency to hire
people who “look and think like us.” Rigidity in terms of ethnic, racial, or gender
diversity is sometimes associated with lack of openness to new ideas, new skills,
and new ways of doing things.

3

Significant change requires significant leadership—not only inspiring words from
the top, but capacity for and commitment to leadership, planning, employee
involvement, and follow-through at all levels in the organization, including
Information Technology and Human Resources. Many times, employees are
promoted to supervisory jobs based on their demonstrated ability to perform
front-line work. Often these employees do not receive training on how to plan,
direct, or manage the work of others (e.g., how to build trust and how to
engage employees in planning for change).
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4

An important role of leaders is to ensure adequate subject matter expert
involvement at all stages of a digital initiative. One Advisory Group
commented, “The effort it takes for planners to get subject matter expert
participation is enormous and can make or break the plan. “Vintage’ workers
who have the knowledge to make the tools successful often opt out of the
process or do not take the time to produce needed information. A strong
leader can help if the leader is provided information on the level of support
needed. The leader can facilitate meetings and direct subject matter experts
to participate. Information Technology Departments are reluctant to move
initiatives forward without strong leadership on the user side.”
One aspect of motivating subject matter experts to participate is to provide

“

staff impacted by the change with a convincing case for why change is needed.
Otherwise, as one Advisory Group member noted, the attitude might be, “If it ain’t
broke, don’t fix it.”

Provide staff impacted by the change
with a convincing case for why change
is needed. Otherwise, the attitude
might be ‘if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it’

5

Many utilities do not recognize the importance of organizational culture, or, as
one Advisory Group stated, understand that change management is “real work.”
Organizations focus on tactical and technical aspects of their work, with the
result that organizational culture and change management never “get the
necessary attention.”
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6

Employees are often concerned that digital tools will replace them and/
or radically modify the way they will need to perform their work. As one
Advisory Group member asked, “Are staff in a position to recognize these as
improvements or do they view them as threats?”
In their attempts to address the concerns of employees, utilities need to develop
and communicate messages that are both reassuring and accurate. The level
of impact on the tasks of workers will vary depending on the tool. In some cases,
the degree of impact of the tool may in fact be substantial. As an example, meter
reading positions may be reduced when a utility installs automated meter reading
infrastructure that records water consumption on a near-continuous basis.
In some cases, a worker will be able to perform old functions in a different
way that make the employee more productive, freeing up time for tasks that
make better use of their talents. Even when this is the case, not all workers may
welcome this opportunity to become more productive; the appeal of familiar
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and easily doable tasks may, for some, out-weigh the benefit of eliminating tasks
that have become easy by repetition.
Many workers lack confidence in their ability to learn new skills and question the
amount of support that will be provided by the organization to help them learn
those skills. Since few water utilities excel in either staff development or technical
training, concerns about the amount of initial and ongoing training that the utility
will provide may be justified, even in cases where employees trust their own
capacity to learn and welcome innovation.
The potential value of digital tools as a “workforce amplifier” can be an effective
message with employees who (1) see the advantage of stream-lining, simplifying,
and expediting work, (2) have confidence in their ability to learn new skills, (3)
trust that their organization has thought through the change progress and
selected the right digital tool, and (4) believe that the organization will provide the
amount and quality of staff training required. This message will be most effective
when the organizational culture is robust, and front-line workers are motivated by
opportunities for increased productivity. It may be less effective in organizations
where many workers believe that unchanged job descriptions give them the right
to perform work using the same tools in the same way indefinitely, while drawing
the same or a better paycheck. If a change will make one group’s work harder
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or more complicated while benefiting the organization as a whole, employee
enthusiasm for the change will be affected by the extent to which they feel
committed to the goals of the organization as a whole. For disaffected workers,
the disruptions associated with adaptation may not seem worthwhile.
In cases where the function will be handled so differently that some employees
will need to be assigned to different functions in order for them to make a
contribution, the requirement to learn to handle new functions in a different
organizational setting can be challenging. Beyond a steady paycheck, most
employees want to perceive themselves and to be perceived by others as
competent in their work. This is particularly the case for workers who have been
employed by the utility for some time and do not want to revert to learner status.
Organizations where managers define themselves as continuously learning and
encourage all employees to view continuous learning as a positive, will be better
prepared to handle this kind of change. However, in many utilities, employees
tend to value themselves and their peers not based on what they can learn, but
what they already know.
Often utilities fail to (1) perform a realistic assessment of the impact digital tools
will have on the work done by current employees, (2) share this assessment
with employees, and (3) offer employees support for handling the changes
that will be required. Both inadequate analysis and inadequate communication
contribute to employee resistance and distrust. Assurance that employees
will continue to have jobs is not a sufficient message, for two reasons:
•

Most employees want not only a paycheck but a continuing opportunity to
feel useful

•

Some employees may interpret the message as a guarantee that they
will continue to be employed whether or not they make any effort to
adapt to reasonable requests for change.
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LESSONS LEARNED

1

“The greatest factor is trust — of management, vendors,
consultants, colleagues, and trust in their own abilities.”
One Advisory Group member expressed the view that organizational cultures
that were conducive to successful innovation had open communication, were
supportive, understanding, forgiving, and respectful, and exhibited both a
willingness to listen and a willingness to learn.

Another Advisory Group member characterized a healthy corporate culture as
one based on honesty, effort, and respect. A third Advisory Group member noted
that utilities need “champions for the new and what is possible.”

2

No digital tool can change corporate culture,
only people can.
However, with the right leadership, timeline and attitude, projects involving the
adoption of new digital tools and methods can provide a productive forum for
enhancing the aspects of corporate culture that are necessary for success.
Without the commitment to address culture up front, it can be risky to implement
new technologies. No new tool should be implemented without recognition of the
impact on employees and activities to support them.
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3

The ability to collaborate is as critical as the ability to lead
in an initiative that, like most digital projects, impacts
numerous components of the organization.
Often utilities rate their subject matter experts, such as skilled trades workers
and engineers, on the basis of their technical abilities rather than their social
skills. However, inadequate skills in communication and collaboration can have
an adverse impact on digital projects. One Advisory Group member expressed
the opinion that “There is a constant clash between engineers and operations.
Operators want just the high-level stuff. You have to compromise. Don’t get your
feelings hurt if you don’t get your way.”

4

Organizations must define desired results, and who will be
held accountable for which results.
One Advisory Group member reported that initiatives in the utility where he
worked had become more transparent and seemed driven to demonstrate a
higher level of accountability, while maintaining a manageable pace of change.
“Leadership has illustrated tenacity by organizing change processes, so the
outcomes have become more predictable.”

5

Leadership matters.
As one Advisory Group member remarked, “There is so much that needs to be
done, there needs to be a relentless champion.”
Some organizations function with pockets of excellence, under the direction
of strong managers or supervisors who inspire and support productivity and
high performance (sometimes despite limited support or resistance from other
components of the organization.) Within any hierarchy, the skills and attitudes
of the person at the top influence the attitudes and performance of staff
members under the manager or supervisor’s direction. Ideally, managers model
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an attitude of respect for the contributions of all members of the organization,
including, as one Advisory Group mentioned, the ones who, “do the dirty work.”
Another Advisory Group member commented that what was needed from
leaders was for them to see the value of the project, set the direction, dedicate
sufficient resources to the project, and articulate what success would look like,
even if they can’t predict the return on investment.
An Advisory Group member from a small agency expressed the view that the
most successful combination was buy-in from the top (including the Board, the
General Manager, the Management Team, and supervisors) with a culture that
empowers the field staff to design the system to meet their needs. In this model,
money and resources are provided top-down, but implementation decisions are
made from the ground up.
As one Advisory Group member observed, “If leadership sincerely appreciates
and thanks people, it helps keep up morale.” Another Advisory Group member
advised that this appreciation should extend beyond words. When recognizing
the importance of digital skills, they should work to provide commensurate
financial compensation.

6

New skillsets required for digital transformation and change
need to be identified, and a training program should be
developed around this skillset.
One Advisory Group member recommended development of a certification
program for coaches in digital transformation and change. Another Advisory
Group member stated, “Change management is undervalued and critical to
the success of implementing technology. Many times, implementation of a new
technology that might have far-reaching impacts is started, developed, and
implemented by a single department or even a single individual. Success comes
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when you have full leadership support, when you build a task force across every
single area and department and have transparency on why/who/how you are
making these changes.”

7

Take advantage of events that promote more openness
to change.
One Advisory Group member in an IT role remarked that the work-from-home
requirements created by COVID-19 created pressure on staff “to adopt new
tools we had previously struggled to roll out, such as Microsoft Teams, a newly
updated CITRIX system, multi-factor authentication, and a paperless workflow.
Necessity is the mother of eliminating resistance to change.”

8

Utilities need to provide clear direction on what they expect
from their employees in general, and from each employee
in particular.
This should include the expectation that all employees will make an effort to
modify and expand their skills. The success of every digital tool is dependent
on the human component. Utilities that allow employees to coast for decades
with the repertoire of skills they possessed on their first day of work can’t fully
utilize the potential benefits associated with digital tools. Best practice would
be for utilities to obtain input from employees in planning for new digital tools
and make a serious investment in training as needed. Modifications to job
descriptions and labor agreements may be required in order to clarify and
support new expectations. One Advisory Group member stated, “You have to
hold people accountable. You have to hire the right people. You have to change
and upgrade job descriptions.” In some cases, it may be reasonable to create
pay incentives to reward those who expand their skills to match current needs.
(As an example, when word processors replaced manual typewriters, one utility
offered premium pay to clerical workers who learned to use word processors.)
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Several Advisory Group members noted that employees who simply refused
to change might need to leave. One Advisory Group member stated, “Both
incentives and enforcement need to be established… When an employee
fails to demonstrate honesty, effort, and respect, they are no longer part of
the organization. All three must be exhibited at all times. Those who do are
supported in reaching their goals and dreams.”

9

Prior to implementation of a major new digital tool, the utility
should perform a self-assessment of its organizational culture.
Self-assess to identify potential weaknesses that may make implementation
of any tool selected more challenging. One Advisory Group member advised,
“Taking the pulse of the corporate culture can help any utility implement
strategies for improving it prior to initiating a major digital project.”
Suggestions for improving organizational readiness for major initiatives from an
Advisory Group member who provides IT services for a utility:
•

Build rapport with those impacted. Take a learner approach. Know what you
don’t know. Identify your own blind spots. Work with those who can shed light—
the subject matter experts. Don’t be a know-it-all.

•

Understand and document process changes that may occur.

•

Communicate, communicate, communicate. Always talk about the objectives
and goals. Share your ideas and encourage others to share theirs. Create a
“we’re all in this together” effect. Provide frequent updates. Talk about short-term
and long-term goals. You can’t talk to everyone, but you can get the word out by
sharing. You don’t know how many people everyone else talks to.
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•

Paint the picture of what the end result looks like. Talk about short-term and
long-term goals. Describe it, have a story or example to show how it is now and
how it will be different with the digital change. Explain the need for change, the
benefits of the change, and how these changes will impact others.

•

Be positive, even when others are shooting down your ideas. Take time to build
trust, this helps eliminate barriers to change such as the introduction of new
technologies. Build trust, especially with those you know to be most difficult or
vocal.

•

Be polite in saying “No” when an idea is within your realm of expertise and
you know it won’t work. Clearly explain why the idea won’t work and provide
examples.

•

If you are an IT expert
working with end users,
remember that they will
likely be more impacted by

•

“Take time to build trust,
this helps eliminate

the change than you.

barriers to change such

Be realistic, and help others

as the introduction of new

set realistic expectations for

technologies. Build trust,

the project. If something will

especially with those you know

take years to accomplish,
then share that.

to be most difficult or vocal.”
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10

A solid management infrastructure that includes layers
of skilled managers and supervisors will improve the
organization’s capacity to implement changes needed in all
aspects of their work, not only digital tools.
Invest in building leadership and management skills at all levels of the
organization, and within all components of the organization that are key
to successful implementation of digital tools (e.g., Operations, Information
Technology, and Human Resources).
Leaders must commit to and promote internal collaboration and information
sharing, improving service to both internal and external customers, embracing
change and continuous improvement. They must demonstrate support for
and confidence in employees, and make the investment required to make
employees successful. Building an internal capability to adapt and change will
make all future changes easier.
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11

Digital data should be shared among workgroups as
widely as possible.
Consistent with the open communication, collaboration, and transparency
required for effective use of digital tools, digital data should be shared as
widely as possible among workgroups. The organization’s ability to require
all employees to acquire digital skills will be enhanced to the extent the
organization includes all workers in its digital world.
New employees in all job categories should receive e-mail addresses and have
access to hand-held, portable, or stationary devices that they can use to access
both e-mail and other information that is distributed digitally (e.g., information
on job openings, agency events, and training opportunities).
The concept that data is “owned” by any individual or workgroup needs to be
replaced by an intent to share information as broadly as possible. The fact
that only a limited number of trained individuals should be able to modify data
should not be confused with a need to limit the number of staff members who
can see it. Often control of information is used as a source of power, which may
benefit some individuals and workgroups, but not the organization as a whole.
Individuals in operations, for example, should be able to view information on
facilities, water quality, etc., in order to be able to make more informed decisions
in the field. Shared ownership of data should be reinforced by shared access to
it (e.g., through use of portable devices in the field). Limitations on data access
should be based on clearly articulated organizational goals (such as cybersecurity). Centralization of access to information in the hands of a few prevents
organizations from taking full advantage of one of the most basic benefits of
digital tools—providing employees with the information they need to make good
decisions, whether in the office or the field.
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Using Digital Tools to Deliver Water Services

Coordination
with Existing
Workflows &
Systems
One of the greatest challenges to using existing systems and

implementing new ones is the tangled mess of manual and digital
systems that water utilities already have in place. When these systems
and workflows are understood only by the individuals who are directly
using and maintaining them, bringing in a new digital tool can be less like
landing a plane on an airfield than landing it in uncharted territory you
can’t see well from the air. As a result, utilities often encounter unexpected
landmines when they bring new digital systems into the mix.
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CHALLENGES
1

In an agency that provides both water and wastewater services, different branches
of the organization may use different software systems to achieve the same goal.
These include basic digital tools such as asset management systems (work order
systems for maintenance of physical equipment and facilities) or Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition Systems (aka SCADA), used for operations. As a result
of mismatched data, it may be difficult or impossible to compare performance
data from the different components of the organization. In addition to variable
terminology for the same subjects, data quality is highly variable. Data quality is
usually very high in Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivable, but often goes
down from there. Data is only high quality when it needs to be or because someone
in the organization is requiring it. As a result, a utility can have a lot of data without
producing information that is useful for monitoring performance or strategic
planning. With multiple systems in operation producing different sets of data,
utilities don’t know which data to use for performance measures or to determine
trends. One Advisory Group member raised the following questions:
•

What management practices can utilities follow to avoid purchasing
systems that overlap?

•

What do you do with all the data that has been collected? Most utilities
don’t know what to do with it.

•

Have any digital tools been identified that work well with the type of
systems that most utilities already maintain, like Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition systems?

•

What tools will help us collect more accurate data that can be used to
measure performance?
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•

Are there any specific Key Performance Indicators that all utilities should
develop for tracking performance?

•

Advisory Group members from another utility echoed their experience
that abundance of data didn’t necessarily lead to insights: “Too much
data makes it impossible to see the forest for the trees.” These Advisory
Group members also noted that it would be very helpful to see, as a
model for their own work, a complete data map and model of another
utility’s digital tools. This would allow them to learn how another utility was
managing to use different tools.

•

Data sets that produce conflicting answers to the same question can
create significant problems when the data in question is required to
meet regulatory requirements. This is particularly an issue when the
agency provides conflicting information to a regulator. When answers to
questions are critical, it is important for agencies to have one source of
information that everyone can use and trust.

2

Many systems (e.g., asset management systems, SCADA systems, and
Geographic Information Systems (GIS)) all include information on facilities.
However, different naming conventions for the same facilities may be used by
different parts of the organization and even by a single organization in different
software systems. Standardized nomenclature across different systems is clearly
beneficial (e.g., for being able to produce work orders directly from a SCADA
system, or for placing information on maintenance work done on facilities in
GIS. The theoretical ability of data to be integrated among systems depends
on standardization of nomenclature in existing systems; such standardization
requires a level of effort and discipline many utilities are unable to muster.
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3

Sometimes there is a question about whether an existing system has become
outdated and should be replaced. Staff from one utility noted that constant
advances in technology were increasing the rate at which systems were
perceived as being outdated, giving utilities the options of working with old ones
or budgeting for new systems.

4

Many utilities already own more software systems than they can effectively use.
Sometimes, even IT staff have limited understanding of some of the software
systems that the utility owns.
Some may have been purchased without IT input and may not be maintained by IT
staff. Some may be used by few components of the organization, used in a limited
way that reflects only part of the tool’s capability, or in some cases not used at all.
The organization may not have an inventory of what the utility owns, what the IT staff
maintains, and who is using it.
It can be difficult for individuals trying to select an appropriate new software tool to
determine what the utility already owns—whether the new tool would replace an old
one, or whether an existing tool would actually serve the purpose. As one IT expert
on the Advisory Group remarked, “When a division asks for a new digital solution, we
look to see whether an existing system could fill the need.”
A proliferation of digital tools with related functions can make it difficult to use any
of them well. One Advisory Group member noted that their utility had implemented
a series of Learning Management Systems at the organizational level, and had
additionally, within one part of the organization, developed a new system using
completely different software and hardware. In this case, constant change in tools
used at the agency level and creation of a totally different system at a Division level
made it unlikely that either the agency-level Learning Management System or the
new system implemented at the Division level would be fully utilized. Both the pace of
change and the number of tools available for performing key tasks should reflect the
capacity of the organization to absorb changes and select among multiple products.
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5

Operational units often have limited understanding of data that is added to
their system by other work units, or how the data that they enter is used by other
parts of the organization. As a result, it is easy for changes in the workflows and
systems adopted by one work unit to have an unanticipated effect on the work
of another. One Advisory Group
member observed, “It is common
for utilities to discover workflows
that will be impacted when they
are already in the middle of a

“It is common for utilities
to discover workflows
that will be impacted

software implementation project“

when they are already in

When implementing a new

the middle of a software

system to handle its own

implementation project “

responsibilities more effectively,
a work unit may discover that its success will be affected by a different work unit,
which has little commitment to the functionality of the new product. If members
of the workgroup were not involved in selection of the product and/or convinced
to support its implementation, the lack of buy-in from a different workgroup can
make effective implementation more difficult.
Sometimes new equipment or software systems are added at the direction of
senior managers in response to their desire to appear innovative in the eyes of
Board members or their peers. In these cases, new products may be dropped
into the mix with little to no understanding of the effect this will have on workflows
and systems currently in place.

6

There is a limit to the number of different systems that the IT staff of a given
utility can understand, support, and maintain. When the number of systems the
agency has in operation exceeds the capacity of the staff, the effect is that IT
staff will have limited or no time for staff support of some systems.
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LESSONS LEARNED

1

Technology has provided wonderful tools for providing
answers, but utility managers and supervisors need to get
better at asking the right questions.
Managers need to think through and beyond regulatory requirements. They need to
develop a clearer definition of success and consider what statistics would be valid
indicators of success or failure.
One Advisory Group member stated, “You can’t manage what you can’t
measure.” However, utilities sometimes become excited about collecting
information on a number of data points without a clear picture of how the data
will be used. The same Advisory Group member asked, “What do regulators need
to see from the data? What does the manager want to see on a dashboard?

What would get used?”
Additional data is no guarantee of improved operations. If the organization has
no grip on how to use and analyze the data it already creates, no consistency
in nomenclature or quality control in its current data collection, and no shared
vision on how data will be used in the future, purchasing a new tool won’t solve
the problem. As one IT expert on the Advisory Group commented, “Data quality
is always an issue.” Obtaining reliable information that can be used to monitor
performance sometimes relies as much on cleaning up data and standardizing the
nomenclature in current systems as purchasing a new digital tool.

2

Integration of digital tools should be a top priority.
One Advisory Group member advised, “Don’t store the same data in two places.
Everyone wants just one tool, but you can achieve the appearance of one tool
through an interface. Some systems may require tight interface, while others may
be fine with import/export of data.” Another Advisory Group member reinforced
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the idea that, “Integrated systems have a positive effect on usability.” He gave
the example that at one wastewater treatment facility, equipment was assigned
the same equipment number in its organization’s SCADA system, its asset
management work order system, its historian area (granular
data storage), its automated field collection
system for readings and rounds, its laboratory
management system (LIMS), and in its
Standard Operating Procedures. As
a result, work orders for system
maintenance and repair could be
generated by treatment plant
operators directly from the
SCADA system.
One Advisory Group member
expressed hope that
advances in technology would
include development of tools
that would provide greater
support for system integration.
An example of this was provided
by another Advisory Group member,
who noted that his utility was using
interfacing software called ETL (Extraction,
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Transformation, and Load) that normalizes
data when interfacing between systems.
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3

Utilities should implement a structured process for
mapping what digital tools and workflows are in place
and consider the potential impact of any new digital tool.
As one Advisory Group member advised, “You have to create a roadmap first,
whether it is on Visio or Word, on where you are now and where you want to be.
Then, you need to be really conservative and acknowledge that it will take time.”
Accurate documentation of the organization’s starting point may require a higher
level of information sharing than the organization normally practices.
Determine how any new tool under consideration will affect
and integrate with (1) the workflows and data that will
feed into the new system and (2) the workflows
and software systems that the new system
will feed data into or affect. Tool selection,
implementation planning, and staff
training should include not only the
workgroups who want the new tool, but
also the workgroups who will affect or
be affected by it.
The utility’s inventory of its digital
tools should include an analysis of
the function served by different tools,
which parts of the organization use
them, the degree of use of the tool, and the
individuals in IT who understand and maintain
them. This inventory will help the organization
provide better-planned support for existing tools as
well as support rational selection of new ones.
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Documented business practices and workflows are also important. In many
cases, a new digital tool will require changes in business practices. One
Advisory Group member suggested that utilities should become more fluid in
their business practices. However, another Advisory Group member advised
that, “If a new technology is not aligned with the way work is performed, it will
not be used. We need to understand this and ensure technology is suited for
existing workflows rather than creating new workflows to suit the technology.”
Even if an agency has sufficient adaptability to simultaneously adopt new
business practices and digital tools, it is critical for utilities implementing new
tools to be clear on whether the tools they are adopting will match existing
workflows or require new ones.
This information sharing needed to map digital systems and workflows requires
the ability to communicate beyond organizational silos. One Advisory Group
member provided the following analysis.
Digitalization projects typically cover multiple disciplines with differing goals and
improvement roadmaps, operating in organizational silos. Success in digital
projects requires them to share information they haven’t been expected to share
before. “A type of knowledge hoarding occurs between the groups, exposing the
idea that the knowledge of certain tasks somehow belongs to the person or group
responsible for that specific task or activity and shouldn’t be shared or taught
across disciplines (maintenance and engineering are great examples of this).”
Another Advisory Group member identified digital projects as opportunities to
structure communication and collaboration among workgroups, eliminating
the “silo effect.”
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HUMAN RESOURCE ISSUES
Just as the Industrial Revolution required workers to move from manual to
mechanical processes, modern operations in the water industry now requires
staff who are prepared to use digital tools. Unfortunately, rapid evolution
in digital tools has not been matched by upgrades to the processes most
utilities use to define jobs and skill requirements, set salaries, recruit and
select applicants, or establish goals and measure the performance of current
employees. As noted by one Advisory Group member, “Technology moves much
faster than City government.”
Human Resource (HR) functions for many utilities are handled at the municipal
level, using generic classifications to staff departments with responsibilities
ranging from street cleaning to water treatment. The level of staffing of the HR
departments that serve water utilities often seems to reflect an assumption
that knowledge and skill requirements for existing job classification will remain
stable not only across multiple departments with different responsibilities, but
also over time.
This disconnect is a key challenge for water utilities that want to attract, develop,
and retain staff with the skills and motivation to fully utilize digital tools.
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CHALLENGES
1

HR positions are generally held by staff with knowledge on how their
organization handles HR functions in general, but limited understanding of
the knowledge and skills needed to perform water utility functions. They may
assume that current job classifications and descriptions, even if they are
generic to multiple municipal organizations or have remained essentially
unchanged for decades, will serve as adequate tools for recruitment and
evaluation of qualified

“Municipal HR staff don’t have
industry-specific knowledge,
so they take a cookie-cutter
approach with classifications,
compensation, and job
descriptions. Our utility has the
same job categories as other
agencies, impacting our ability
to recruit, hire, and compensate
people with digital skills.”

candidates. One Advisory
Group member described
an “HR concierge mindset
where we go above and
beyond to help employees.”
However, this does not
describe the mindset
that most operational
managers encounter in the
HR departments that serve
their utilities on a day-today basis. As one Advisory
Group member observed,
“Municipal HR staff don’t

have industry-specific knowledge, so they take a cookie-cutter approach with
classifications, compensation, and job descriptions. Our utility has the same
job categories as other agencies, impacting our ability to recruit, hire, and
compensate people with digital skills.”
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Another Advisory Group member reported difficulty with municipal-level HR staff
who did not understand the difference between (1) the knowledge and skills
required for business network administrators and business network engineers
and (2) the skills required by automation engineers, SCADA engineers and
programmers, SMART Network administrators, and Instrumentation and Control
specialists. This Advisory Group member reported that it had been necessary
for utility operations staff to perform the task of preparing new job descriptions
with an inventory of the knowledge, skills, and abilities needed to handle their
wastewater treatment plant’s digital tools.
One Advisory Group member observed that many small and medium-sized
utilities struggle to fill positions needed to develop dashboards to monitor
performance and trends. She noted that utilities need staff with light coding skills
and the ability to use data analytic tools such as Tableau or Microsoft Power
BI. This combination of skills may not be reflected in the job descriptions of any
position in the utility’s budget.

2

Support from HR staff is particularly critical when problems are anticipated
with staff acceptance of changes associated with implementation of new
digital tools. This applies whether the anticipated change is a requirement to
do the work differently or a reduction in the number of staff positions needed to
perform the work. Automation of functions can involve reductions in jobs that
involve mechanical work (e.g., on-site adjustments to valving) and an increased
number of positions that involve electronic monitoring and control (such as
electronic maintenance technicians). Advanced meter reading infrastructure
can reduce the number of employees needed to read meters.
Even if utilities guarantee that no individual employee will lose a job because
of new digital systems, transfer to another work unit or the necessity to perform
a job in a different way will not be met with enthusiasm by all employees. If HR
staff are not involved in the planning process, employees who go to HR staff for
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support may receive more support from HR staff than the operational managers
who are attempting to implement new digital systems. Since job descriptions are
inconsistently updated over time, employees sometimes embrace the belief that
they can’t be asked to develop skills that were not required on the date they were
hired. At its most extreme, employees may even define new skill requirements as a
form of unlawful discrimination. When different unions represent employees with
similar job descriptions, this may create additional complications in determining
how to allocate the work associated with work processes that are changing.

3

Many Advisory Group members noted that utilities do not offer salaries
commensurate with the pay that employees with digital skills can earn in
private industry jobs. As one Advisory Group member noted, “The private sector
offers more opportunity.” Outdated job descriptions and uncompetitive salaries
make it difficult to recruit and retain staff for critical positions such as SCADA
and electronic Instrumentation and Control staff. Similarly, employees within a
job category often make exactly the same level of pay whether they choose to
upgrade their skills or not.
Another Advisory Group member reported, “Skilled labor is a challenge I hear about—
mechanics, electricians, plumbers, etc. are jobs that are difficult to fill.” He observed
that utilities need to pay wages that reflected the value of the work performed, and
that utilities should offer growth opportunities to individuals with digital skills.

4

One Advisory Group member noted that many HR groups, “lack the resources
to support job modifications, especially when they support numerous agencies.
This also limits their ability to help with workforce planning, technical training, job
documentation updates, timely and effective recruitment, or modifying salaries
to meet requirements.” Many cities and utilities have seen the need to expand
IT staff to take advantage of digital tools. However, few utilities have thought
through the HR support needed to develop a digitally competent work force. Out-
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of-date job descriptions can become a safe haven for employees who don’t want
to learn digital skills, while failing to attract potential employees who do.

5

Since water utilities are frequently afflicted by glacial speed in many if not most
HR processes, it is essential for utilities considering new digital tools to make an
early assessment of gaps between the skills of current staff and the skills that
will be required to make full use of new tools. If there is a significant mismatch,
the organization will need time and resources to address the discrepancy. For
example, an agency that replaces manual meter reading with automated
meter reading infrastructure can’t assume that former meter readers will be
prepared to use the new data to perform mathematical analysis and produce
user-friendly reports on trends in water consumption. A new job category may
need to be created, and talent may need to be recruited from a labor pool the
agency has not reached out to in the past.
While there are potentially many alternatives available for addressing a skill and
knowledge gap, if the gap is not identified until a digital tool has been selected
and implementation is underway, negative impact on the project schedule is
unlikely to be averted by an HR rescue process that operates at warp speed.

6

In utilities where employees are represented by unions, negotiation with unions
is generally handled by HR staff who may not appreciate the importance of
digital skills. HR staff may not see or support the need for change when unions
oppose modification of job categories to include digital skills, and when
individual employees dispute the need to modify their skills or work practices to
meet current utility needs.
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1

Where skill changes will be needed, utilities should evaluate
a range of options.

When considering implementation of new digital tools, utilities should realistically
assess the difference between the job descriptions and capabilities of current
staff and the skills that will be needed to perform the function in new ways.
Where skill changes will be needed, utilities should evaluate a range of options,
including initial and ongoing staff training, creating new job categories,
modifying current job categories, and providing pay incentives to current
employees who acquire new skills.
One Advisory Group member reported that a decision that contributed to the success
of a new digital project was that, “it was acknowledged from the beginning that job
classifications would need to be modified.” In this case, employees categorized as
drafters were upgraded in job category and pay to Geographic Information Systems
specialists, to compensate them for learning to use a digital tool.
Another Advisory Group member prepared for success by spending time with
other utilities who already operated advanced automation and control systems.
By spending hours exchanging information on job descriptions and pay levels
with other utilities that already used these tools, she was able to anticipate the
knowledge and skills that would be required. By researching data provided by a
County-level workforce center, she was also able to compare data showing her
utility’s salaries for electrical and electronic engineering technicians with those
paid by other industries. Data showed that the salaries paid by the wastewater
utility were below pay levels in the oil and gas, aerospace, manufacturing,
and electric power generation and distribution industries. This research effort
resulted in a pay increase for job categories essential for the wastewater plant’s
operation and maintenance of advanced automation and control systems.
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2

Proponents and leaders of digital projects should make it
a priority to develop and maintain active, positive working
relationships with HR staff.
Workforce issues related to digital tools can be decisive determinants of the
success of digital projects. One Advisory Group member noted that it was
essential to communicate regularly with HR staff to provide and receive updates.
“Recognizing that HR representatives have a work overload, status check-ins are
a great way to move things up in priority and move forward without the items
getting lost or delayed. Definitely work with HR if something is time-sensitive.”
Another Advisory Group member had found it worthwhile to invest time in
educating staff members in the city’s HR department about operational activities
and needs, by providing a tour of the utility’s wastewater treatment plant. This
Advisory Group member had found that the HR staff member had a much better
understanding of the work performed by wastewater treatment operators,
electronic maintenance technicians, and IT support staff after getting a close-up
view of actual operations.

3

Utilities should consider broadening the scope of job
descriptions so that specific duties can be added as
they evolve.
One Advisory Group member reported that his utility had created broad job
descriptions that described the general function of the position rather than the
specifics of how the work was performed. This allowed the utility to post job
openings with application forms that included supplemental questions that
enabled the agency to assess the applicant’s preparedness to use digital tools to
perform the job. As an example, an applicant for an instrument technician position
might be asked an open-ended question about experience in maintaining a
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complex industrial control system. The Advisory Group member also reported that
the agency’s HR group had upgraded the utility’s recruitment function by requiring
applicants to demonstrate key skills as part of the testing process.

4

To make full use of digital tools, many utilities will need to
upgrade the size and/or the skills of their HR function.
The combined effort of HR, operations and IT staff will be required to define and
implement the changes needed in job descriptions, hiring practices, salary levels,
staff training, and/or the capacity and willingness of staff to learn new skills.

5

The job descriptions of all positions within water utilities
should be updated to reflect the need for computer literacy.
Just as a utility would hesitate to hire a new employee who was unwilling or
unable to use a telephone, utilities should require some level of computer literacy
for all new hires. The degree and type of digital competence required should vary
by job category. Even if an organization’s current application of digital tools does
not require every employee to use digital skills, the organization’s hiring practices
should reflect a commitment to continually upgrading its capacity in this area.
As one Advisory Group member pointed out, utilities that update job descriptions
to reflect digital skills make themselves more appealing as an employer
to potential candidates who possess or want to upgrade their digital skills;
as a result, they attract stronger candidates. References to digital tools in
job descriptions signal that the organization promotes innovation and skills
development, which is viewed as a plus by the type of applicant that utilities
need to attract and retain.
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6

For utilities to construct a path toward effective use of digital
tools, they must identify job categories that are essential for
their progress in this area and create financial incentives that
will attract and retain employees with the skills required.
The specifics could vary by utility—creating new job categories, creating
new tiers within job categories, or providing special pay for individuals within
job categories who have demonstrated the skills required. However, digital
competence is increasingly required by multiple industries that compete for
skilled trades and engineering support. The industries that expect and pay the
least will not be able to make up the difference by buying more digital tools.

7

If implementation of a digital tool is likely to reduce the number
of employees needed in a job classification, this possibility
should be communicated to HR staff as soon as possible.
At that point, strategies, including redeployment of staff to different
responsibilities and communication strategies, can be developed in coordination
with HR staff. Since the organizational culture of utilities rarely highlights flexibility
and continuous learning, challenges should be anticipated even if a utility
guarantees continued employment at the same pay level to the employees
affected by the change.

8

Water/wastewater professional associations need to
provide leadership and support for utilities that are
attempting to make more effective use of digital tools.
This support should go beyond making utilities aware of the tools and services
provided by vendors and consultants. The support should extend to helping
utilities address the workforce-related components of digital tools, including the
additional support needed from HR professionals.
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9

To increase their ability to work effectively with HR, staff
from operations and IT divisions of the organization should
actively analyze and upgrade their understanding of HR
processes, procedures, timelines, priorities, and limitations.
One IT manager on the Advisory Group provided the example of taking
the lead in a recruitment for an IT position himself in order to gain a better
understanding of the agency’s recruitment process. This included the following
activities: defining a job description, posting advertisements, working with
recruiters to get insights on the salary expectations of qualified candidates,
reviewing applications, defining the interview process, coordinating interviews,
schedules, preparing tests, working on a hiring package, finalizing the salary, and
selecting the candidate. In this case, HR performed the background checks and
prepared the final offer package. This experience enabled him to understand
the challenges associated with different tasks and make some suggestions for
process improvements.
In many utilities, the organization would not allow an operational manager to
handle such a wide range of recruitment tasks; utilities sometimes place more
emphasis on organizational boundaries than learning from each other. However,
operational managers can often find a way to learn more about HR processes
and provide support in a way that is acceptable to HR staff.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT
Clearly, the amount and type of Information Technology (IT) support available
to utilities is critical in terms of their ability to make effective use of digital tools.
Several factors impact the level and quality of support that IT staff can provide.
One key factor is resources. This applies to not only funding but the quality of
tools already available to the utility and the depth and breadth of the skills of the
IT professionals employed by the organization.
A second key factor is the organizational location of IT staff. If the IT professionals
are located at the municipal level, for example, and not within the utility, this is a
significant challenge.
A third key factor is the level of collaboration that exists between the IT
professionals and user groups. Where there is a will to work together and
compromise on both sides, a variety of organizational structures can work.
However, inadequate teamwork (e.g., a combination of limited IT resources
within the central IT function and insistence that no resources beyond the central
IT group should be used, or unwillingness of user staff to follow organizational
protocols for selection and evaluation of tools) can result in failure.
The variety of approaches that utilities have taken to staffing IT functions is
notable. Greater uniformity, with well-defined boundaries and responsibilities,
was prevalent during the decades when information technology meant big main
frames managed by central IT departments. These were centrally purchased
and maintained, with all computers purchased, distributed, and maintained
by IT staff. This straightforward model has been up ended by the proliferation
of digital tools on the market, and the variety of ways digital services are now
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delivered. The availability of cloud-based storage and software, changes in
communications technology, the ability to collect huge amounts of information
through multiple sensors (the Internet of Things), and the multiplicity of
machines (including the miniature computers we use as telephones) have
complicated the relationship between IT departments and the operational units
they serve.
Software systems, for example, may be purchased by one organizational unit
without the awareness of the IT department, or any ability by the IT department
to support it. Physical devices can also be purchased by operations staff,
with their operations and maintenance becoming a point of contention (e.g.,
programmable logic controllers that are used by operations to monitor system
performance). Digital products and services are in such flux that utilities struggle
to set up appropriate standards for their selection, purchase, implementation,
and maintenance.

“

it is important for IT staff to focus
on enabling functions rather than
owning these functions as we
transition into entire organizations
based on information technology.”
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CHALLENGES
1

As one Advisory Group member asked, “What special skills (beyond computer
skills) are needed from IT staff?” This is in fact a key question with multiple
answers. Different utilities and municipalities (where IT support for the utility is
provided at the municipal level) define IT support very differently. Skills defined
as important by Advisory Group members included the following:
•

Understanding of the organization’s hardware and software, not only in terms of
how individual components work, but their relationships

•

Understanding of the business needs of the departments they support

•

Understanding how the organization’s hardware and software work in relation
to the operational needs of the organization that uses them (e.g., the role
of a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System in operating a water
treatment plant)

•

Ability to see and map the big picture in terms of their organization’s hardware,
software systems, and sensors that feed data into the system

•

Expertise in selection, acquisition, development, and implementation, and
management of digital tools (including cloud-based services)

•

Ability to perform data programming and document programming changes
(e.g., programs on programmable logic controllers)

•

Understanding of the implications of different approaches to developing and
purchasing software (e.g., custom development of software, use of software
packages installed on the organization’s hardware, and cloud-based software)

•

Ability to spot potential technical and coordination problems with software
solutions proposed by vendors and staff from operating departments
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•

Ability to form and maintain strong working relationships with both HR and
operational staff, understanding both the goals of users and the limitations of
the organization

•

Ability to sequence projects in a way that is realistic in terms of the overall
demands on and staffing of the IT support group

•

Expertise in cybersecurity

Even for a large utility with its own IT support staff, it can be difficult to build
and maintain a department with skills in all of these areas, especially since
the IT salaries paid by utilities are often not competitive with the private sector.
The utility or municipality may not recognize the need for this range of skills or
identify them in their IT job descriptions.

2

The issue of “ownership” of digital products and digital tools was raised by several
Advisory Group members. One stated, “There is no such thing as an IT project.
The IT solution should be owned and governed by the business representatives
that benefit from it.” Another Advisory Group member advised, “It is important for
IT staff to focus on enabling functions rather than owning these functions as we
transition into entire organizations based on information technology.”

3

Even when technical systems required to maintain operations (e.g., water
treatment) are handled by an operational unit, some IT functions (e.g., access to
the internet, cybersecurity protections, authentication, networking, server set up/
support (if on prem), regular patching, software updates, integrations, back-up,
high availability, recovery, etc.) may be handled by a central IT workgroup that
serves multiple organizations. These groups may not be sensitive to the urgency
of responding to IT issues that could impair operations (e.g., wastewater
treatment) and might result in a regulatory violation.
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One Advisory Group member reported on a utility where instrumentation
and control specialists supervised by a treatment plant manager installed,
maintained, did troubleshooting on, and repaired equipment associated
with the plant’s Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System. This was
necessary because staff in the City’s IT department did not have the technical
expertise to handle the work. Another Advisory
Group member expressed the view that
water utilities always need their own
dedicated IT staff to support
the unique systems a utility
requires. This IT professional
thought that centralized
City IT departments might,
if they were sufficiently
high-functioning, be able
to provide adequate IT
infrastructure services
for utilities (network, data
center, internet, back-up,
continuity of operations,
telephone, cell phones,
standard office suits such as MS
Office, patching, etc.). However,
the fact that utilities require 24/7
service, while central IT support may
only be available during normal working
hours is a significant consideration.
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4

When the IT support available to water utilities is inadequate (which is often
the case in small utilities and municipalities), IT needs are often addressed
independently by operational work units.
Even when a utility has its own IT department, operational departments within
the utility often create “shadow systems” that do not integrate with the systems
of the utility as a whole. When integration is needed, the system selected may
need to be discarded because it doesn’t work with the larger IT picture. In some
cases, independent installation of systems can also lead to cybersecurity and
other security risks.
Sometimes independent systems are created under the leadership of an
individual or small group and the organization is not prepared to support them
when that individual or small group leaves the utility. An Advisory Group member
from a very small utility reported that his operational unit worked independently
from IT staff in terms of purchase and implementation of most digital tools,
using a combination of cloud-based software and I-Phones. “If we can’t figure
it out with our staff plus professional contract IT services, we don’t do it. All our
systems are backed up on the Cloud. In an earthquake, if we lost all equipment,
we could just buy new equipment and reboot. You have to have a game plan for
redundancy, or risk losing millions of dollars’ worth of information.” Although this
approach had been successful, he also noted that success had been achieved
through high reliance on some operational staff with unusual capability in the use
of digital tools, so that staff turnover could have a negative impact on operations.
Increasing options for cloud storage and cloud services have radically modified
the options available to utilities. One IT manager noted that the Cloud makes IT
support more agile (e.g., 20 servers can be set up in minutes rather than weeks,
and the utility does not need to maintain them). He also noted that an important
IT skill is knowing what to put in the contract for a cloud-based system, and then
holding the vendors to those terms.
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5

One Advisory Group member expressed the view that there was an IT/
Operations divide related to culture, and that if IT staff were not well integrated
into the organization, it was hard to have productive working relationships.
She noted that IT staff usually enjoyed working in teams, but that it took time
to develop effective working relationships, and that the ability to build these
partnerships was affected by the tone set by management.
“There can be a language barrier between staff in different departments, and
this is particularly an issue with IT. Acronyms common to IT professionals are
not part of a utility’s vocabulary.” She noted that building a shared vocabulary
required patience and open discussion, so that IT and operations staff could
understand each other.

6

Sometimes IT departments prioritize the projects of individuals and groups that
are higher status within the organization, providing limited support to operations
groups that are less visible. Conflicts are particularly likely to arise when an IT
group does not have sufficient staffing to support the user groups’ digital needs,
and is also unwilling to help users investigate other alternatives for meeting
those needs (e.g., use of consultants, or adding staff members with IT expertise
to the staff of operating units).
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LESSONS LEARNED
1

Municipalities and utilities need to recognize the importance
that digital tools play today in providing services at the level
that customers expect.

IT departments should be large enough and equipped with a wide enough range
of skill sets to provide the range of support needed by operating departments.
Since municipalities and utilities are in competition with other industries for IT
professionals, the salaries for IT positions should be set at a level that will attract
and retain competent IT professionals.

2

It is important to take the time, expertise, and resource
limitations of an organization’s IT department into
consideration.
An Advisory Group member from one agency’s IT department recommended
bringing IT staff into digital projects early and taking into account other digital
projects planned or in process. He observed that sometimes a project would
need to be delayed in order for IT staff to be available to help an operating unit
get the best results. This recommendation was echoed by another IT expert
in the Advisory Group. He cited as an example a business system project that
integrated with the organization’s Geographic Information System (GIS), which
needed to be delayed because the GIS system needed to be replaced first.
“Had we not been in communication with the GIS Team, it would have greatly
impacted our project schedule. Additionally, by communicating with the GIS
Team, they were aware of upcoming requirements for our planned integration
and were able to incorporate appropriate configuration changes during the
migration to the new GIS system. It is important to be a team player.”
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IT departments also need to be aware of and responsive to the needs of other
departments. Sometimes digital changes that would produce cost savings
or reliability improvements are delayed because IT staff want to do projects
sequentially rather than in parallel. The key is to assemble a team that can
do a good job on the projects at hand. This may not always include the same
individuals, and it may be worthwhile to include individuals who are not on the
staff (e.g., consultants or operating staff).
If a central IT group does not have the resources or skill-sets to support the
digital needs of operating units, the central group should support operating
groups in finding alternate approaches to meeting their IT needs (e.g., by adding
job classifications with IT skills to the staff of operating departments).

3

Successful use of digital tools requires successful
collaboration among numerous components of the
organization.
An Advisory Group member who manages an IT unit noted that IT not only
provides support but also needs support from other parts of the organization.
The specific example he provided was support from the utility’s communications
group, but other Advisory Group members also mentioned the reliance of IT on
support from HR.
Building good communication between IT and the staff who will be the primary
users of a system is essential. Some aspects of this will be informal, such as
learning each other’s language but in some cases a project governance
document will also be helpful. One Advisory Group member commented that the
service currently provided by the organization’s IT staff was “impeccable,” but
also commented that it had taken ten years for the culture of the organization
to achieve a customer service orientation. He also noted that the culture change
had required “many staff to change or leave.”
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It is critical for IT staff to understand not only how systems work technically, but
also what the tools accomplish. This understanding will help IT staff prioritize the
support functions that are critical to the operations of the organization, including
those where system malfunctions need to be addressed on an emergency basis.
Even if many digital systems are handled by an operational organization, some
support from a central IT function will often be needed in areas such as access
to the internet, interfaces of the technical software with the business network,
cybersecurity, and data integrity.

4

Municipalities and utilities need to establish governance
structures for both IT projects, and the digital systems of
the organization as a whole in order to maintain orderly
management and effective use of digital tools.
Attachment V to this document is information on a Business Technology Council
established for this purpose by the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission.

5

Make sure that IT staff have the business skills needed to
manage cloud storage & cloud services.
Make use of increasing options for cloud storage and cloud services, which have
greatly expanded the options available to utilities, but make sure that IT staff
have the business skills needed to manage them. One IT manager noted that
the Cloud makes IT support more agile (e.g., 20 servers can be set up in minutes
rather than weeks, and the utility does not need to maintain them). He also noted
that an important IT skill is knowing what to put in the contract for a cloud-based
system, and then holding the vendors to those terms.
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6

Recognize that in a large organization where many systems
are already in place, attempts to optimize the best use of
digital tools by the organization as a whole may involve
both “red tape” and compromises that work better for
the organization as a whole but feel less than ideal to an
individual work unit.
As one Advisory Group member observed, “IT sometimes inhibits a division’s
ability to make improvements by forcing departments to stay within a
boundary set by another division. IT groups don’t typically educate the client
about the range of possibilities, but rather lets them know whether a specific
idea or improvement is possible. Sometimes IT suggests an alternate process
associated with a system that is already in use.”
An IT Manager advised, “Work with IT to understand the process they employ
to identify projects, prioritize projects, and get work done. This may mean that
you have to learn new software to submit requests. Understand that when you
involve IT, they may uncover larger issues and add additional hurdles. You may
not like this. Learn to work with IT to understand the issues and work with outside
resources (such as vendors and consultants) to find solutions and alternatives.”

7

Make use of user surveys to gather information on the IT
needs and priorities of utility staff.
Attachment VII to this document contains results of a Future of Technology and
Work Survey conducted by the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission.
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Initial & Ongoing
Staff Training
Historically, staff training has not been a strength of water utilities.

When both technical change and staff turnover occurred at a relatively
slow pace, it was feasible for utility employees to learn what they
needed to know through a combination of personal observation,
informal information sharing, and time. Water/wastewater professional
associations contribute information on generic topics, and utilities can
send staff to training sessions offered by consultants, vendors, and
educational institutions. However, few utilities have developed robust
documentation, staff development, technical training, and knowledge
transfer programs to teach employees about utility-specific policies
and procedures or how to operate and maintain its facilities,
equipment, and systems.

INITIAL & ONGOING
STAFF TRAINING
As a result, the water industry’s primary challenge in relation to digital tools is
not that a new area of content needs to be addressed, but that most utilities are
under-resourced and under-skilled in the area of staff training. As a result, they
are frequently unprepared (1) to measure what staff know compared to what
they will need to know in order to use new digital tools, (2) to develop the range
of training tools required to address different training needs and (3) to provide
documentation and training materials to support staff on an ongoing basis.
In some organizations, staff training is defined as a component of the HR
function. In the case of soft skills such as leadership and supervision, HR staff
often have pertinent knowledge to bring to the task. In the case of Standard
Operating Procedures for operations, staff with years of experience in operations
can bring that knowledge to the development of training materials. However,
organizations face a serious hurdle when they have no internal experience on
how a new tool works.
While one might imagine that this deficit would inhibit utilities in their acquisition
of new digital tools, a more frequent response is to minimize the magnitude of
the challenge. The hope that staff will somehow “pick it up” as they go along is a
vestigial remnant of the old days when the pace of change made this approach
more workable.
As one Advisory Group member described utilities’ responsibilities in this area,
“Staff training is absolutely necessary to maintain staff skills, help them learn
new ones, and empower them to shape the future of the organization, as well as
understand their roles and responsibilities. It’s a powerful way of demonstrating
ongoing commitment to staff and their development. Investing time and money
to encourage their professional growth creates an environment of excellence.”
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This vision is consistent with the level of effort and investment in staff training
that will be needed to convert the potential benefits of digital tools from dream
into reality. However, for many utilities, significant culture change will be required
in order for them to hold themselves accountable to teach and their employees
accountable to learn.
Fortunately, there are utilities who can lead by example. One Advisory Group
member said his utility had developed a strategic plan that rolls down to the
department level. Staff training is provided based on what is needed to achieve
these goals, as well as basic skills. He described his utility as one that brought in
“a vast amount of technical training.”
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CHALLENGES
1

Training materials are often developed by vendors, consultants, or IT
staff members who are knowledgeable about the tool but have limited
understanding of the work environment and processes of the staff members
who will use them. One Advisory Group member advised that utilities explain
and document how new tools fit into the process, “This gives staff more context
beyond just keystrokes.”
Training needs to reflect the purpose of the tool, not just the mechanics. This
is a particular concern with flexible knowledge management tools, where an
overview of the work and the type of information employees need in order
to perform the work is essential. The employees or consultants who organize
information hierarchies on a knowledge management system and create
new pages need analytical skills, an understanding of the type of information
that is available on the topic, the facility, or the task, and some insight into the
approach the employees in the work unit that will use the information bring to
the task. Training on how to attach words and visuals to pages in a computerized
knowledge management system is necessary, but not sufficient.
Often a process is changing as well as the digital tool that will be used to perform
the work. Sometimes the digital tool is being introduced to create a process
change. Where processes and tools are changing simultaneously, staff need
training on the new process as well as the new tools.

2

Often digital training focuses on one specific tool. One Advisory Group member
commented, “We need training that shows us the connections between different
systems, and the domino effect one area can have on another.”
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3

In order to learn new procedures and skills, employees need technical training
as well as leadership and support from their managers and supervisors. The
“soft skills” needed to provide this leadership and support are sometimes
missing in supervisory staff who have been promoted based on technical
expertise alone. As a result, they may be unprepared to help their work units
through the change process.

4

Training on use of digital tools is not a one-time or one-size-fits-all effort. Some
individuals need more training than others do, or different types of training. Some
staff members may miss the initial training, and there may be time gaps between
training and implementation. Over time, many employees who have been trained
are replaced with others who have not.

5

The water industry has developed certification and licensing programs to help
staff keep up with the requirements of water industry positions. Certification
requirements and the training provided to help employees maintain and
upgrade their certifications often do not include the digital skills now required to
perform the work.

6

Training is not effective unless workgroups accept the procedures that are
taught. One Advisory Group member commented that the first thing new hires
hear after completing a training session is their peers saying, “But that’s not
really how we do it.” His suggestion was that the first focus in training should
not be the technical aspects of how to use the system, but establishment of
mentors and peer groups with a shared understanding of how a tool should
be used.
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7

An Advisory Group member from one utility indicated that new employees received
very little training beyond on-the-job training. “It is typically up to the supervisor to
provide any relevant training—to determine the scope, content, and scheduling.”
Except for health and safety training requirements associated with different job
categories, the operational department where this Advisory Group member worked
did not define the competencies required to perform different jobs. Her observation
was that staff training was addressed more effectively by organizations that
defined the competencies needed by staff in different job categories, and provided
the training needed to achieve those competencies.

8

Few utilities make effective use of digital tools to develop training materials that
are interactive and engaging. Instead, training products are often developed
with a check-the-box approach, producing materials that are better than
nothing, but only barely. Examples of technology applications that are unlikely to
engage employee interest include video recordings of in-person presentations
and on-line presentations that require little or no response from the viewer.
Some utilities have provided leadership in this area. For example, some training
materials provide visual simulations of processes (e.g., of how water moves
through treatment processes, and what happens to it at each step). Some
utilities are using digital twins to provide documentation on facilities and
processes. Others have created training modules that are interactive so that
employees can provide responses, receive additional information when their
responses are incorrect, and be scored on their level of understanding, so that
the utility can determine whether the employee is prepared to take on additional
responsibilities. However, this progress has been piecemeal, rather than a
collaborative initiative in which utilities, consultants, and vendors learn from each
other about ways to effectively integrate digital tools into their staff development
and technical training programs.
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LESSONS LEARNED

1

Training plans should reflect an assessment of what staff knows
versus what they will need to know in order to use the tool.
One Advisory Group member recommended, “We should begin addressing
training needs at the beginning of a project.” Organizations need to define the
types of training tools and processes they will need initially and on an ongoing
basis, as well as the resources and time investments that will be required.

2

An Advisory Group member who worked for a utility
reported that his organization had benefited from software
that was used to develop individualized competency-based
programs for each employee. “
We are training to what they don’t know, not what they already know, because
any new hire goes through a series of assessments. I highly recommend
individualized training programs. You can’t base your assessment of what an
employee knows based on what certifications they have.”

3

Mentoring, practice sessions in the field, access to
documentation and learning videos on-line, and additional
interactive learning videos are all options that will work better
for many employees than a classroom-style presentation.
As another Advisory Group noted, “We need to be prepared to teach employees
with different learning styles. For example, a library of on-demand learning
resources could be provided to encourage employees to do their own research.”
Another Advisory Group member advised thinking in terms of staff development
on a more long-term basis: “In order to develop employees for the future, we
need to give staff an opportunity to learn and apply digital skills even if their
current job doesn’t require it. “
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4

Training materials need to be developed by individuals who
understand the tool in the context of the work it will support.
One Advisory Group member noted that in some cases, the business liaisons
between IT and the operating group had sufficient understanding of both the
tool and the work to provide user training and support.

5

With knowledge management tools that are flexible and
open-ended, managers and supervisors should be involved
in thinking through how information should be organized
and updated.
It is important for training to be directed not only to the individuals who will
update specific pages, but also to those who can see beyond the mechanics of
the tool to its potential benefits.

6

Utilities can create and use test scripts that outline the steps
needed to test the tool in the context of work processes.
When staff use these test scripts, they have the opportunity to test the tool while
learning how to use it. One Advisory Group member suggested that the best role
for consultants was to help utilities create business-focused scenarios for use
in selecting digital tools, carry those scenarios forward into testing and training,
and “fade into a support role,” letting utility staff take the lead. “Then staff will
have the in-house expertise to conduct ongoing training.”
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7

Some staff members will pick up how to use the tool
much more quickly than others will.
Utilities should define power users who can serve as trainers, guides, and mentors
for their peers. In-house staff will understand the work processes the tool relates
to, and this practice will reduce the utility’s reliance on vendors and consultants.

8

One utility represented in the Advisory Group provided
numerous suggestions for more collaboration among
utilities in the area of staff training:
a. Create a network of water trainers in the industry focusing on technology and
advances in digital tools. This network could focus on knowledge sharing and
lessons learned as well as on tools available and approaches to using them.
b. Create an exchange program between utilities to expose employees to
different technologies and approaches.
C. Emphasize training through colleges, universities, and trades schools, and how
utilities can also play a vital role in staff training. Schools often speak theory
and approach, but partner utilities can talk about applications.

9

Another Advisory Group member suggested an additional
opportunity for utility collaboration in staff training.
“We needed training specific to our applications, but it was hard to compete for
City training funds. Sometimes we partnered with integrators/service providers
who would bring training to us. To cover the cost of the training, we invited
other utilities and charged them a fee to offset our costs. The practice of shared
training also promoted information-sharing among utilities.”
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Similarly, another Advisory Group member noted that user groups are sponsored
by some vendors. Communication with colleagues in user groups can be an
opportunity for utilities to continually learn and see how others use the same
tools. User groups also allow participants to get early notification when additional
capabilities are being developed for products they are already using.

10

Utilities need to provide staff with continuous access to
training tools, such as on-demand on-line learning resources
and documentation of Standard Operating Procedures.
Contracts for digital products should include provision of learning tools that will
help the utility train staff on an ongoing basis.
In addition to providing easy access to training tools, organizations should
provide other forms of organizational support. One Advisory Group suggested
identifying mentors, “a guru for each team/site,” and opportunities for regular
check-ins on “pain points.” Other questions posed were, “Is there a process
for identifying the elements that are challenging for many staff? Is there ready
access to additional specialist training?”
One Advisory Group member commented, “We have a hands-on approach with a
Subject Matter Expert watching the individual using the tool. We create a Standard
Operating Procedure for any new digital application on cloud-based software.”

11

Training needs to be tailored and on time.
An Advisory Group member who provides consultation services to utilities noted,
“Training needs to be tailored to different groups and provided at the right time.
This almost never gets enough time and attention. Start with an analysis of what
they already know and what they need to learn. Apply the principles of adult
learning coupled with coaching and opportunities to practice.” The consultant
recommended that utilities take responsibility for providing ongoing training.
Don’t count on the “Train the Trainer” approach.
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12

Defined strategic direction is needed to ensure
appropriate training.
An Advisory Group member, who reinforced the need for both initial and followup training, remarked that in selecting training approaches, “Experience has
taught me to provide options to staff and to have them participate in training
selection. Inclusion has led to better outcomes.” He noted that the goal of
training was not only to train employees to use a single tool, but to “produce a
more adaptable digital worker.”

13

We should look beyond the water industry for guidance on
how to make better use of digital tools.
As one Advisory Group member recommended, “Let’s look outside the water
industry for training programs that reflect best practices in training staff to use
types of digital tools that are used in multiple industries.” The Advisory Group
member also suggested partnering with business and information technology
programs at local universities, which might include creation of apprenticeship
and internship programs.

14

The water industry should consider how to incorporate
information on digital tools into existing certification and
licensing programs when these are for job classifications
that now require the ability to use digital tools.
(e.g., water and wastewater treatment operator classifications).
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15

It is important to invest in training for IT staff.
One IT Manager commented that his organization set goals for IT staff to sharpen
their skills, and commented, “Learning goals are part of performance reviews.”
Training is provided through a combination of purchased or free on-line training
programs and staff attendance at conferences and training courses.

16

Another Advisory Group member who heads a utility IT team
provided several additional suggestions:
a. Connect with vendors to locate or come up with alternatives for creative ways
to provide staff training. For example, our IT group had made an agreement
with one vendor that for every person in the organization who registered for
a user conference sponsored by the vendor, the vendor would provide one
year of training for five employees. “With seven people registered for the user
conference, it allowed us to provide free software training for 35 people.”
b. “Lunch and Learn sessions are a great way to get staff showcasing work being
performed internally. This is generally for a smaller group but can certainly be
scaled as necessary. It’s also a great way to practice conference presentations.”
c. With direct IT reports, plan for trainings that relate to current work: “This will
allow staff to apply learning immediately.”
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17

Discovering strengths and hidden potential can be as easy
as a simple conversation.
An operational manager on the Advisory Group said that in his organization,
supervisors were encouraged to have conversations with employees about
their potential, and the organization provided a cafeteria of
options for professional development. One option that
the organization makes available to staff is for them
to seek out their own self-paced and self-funded
learning from community college or other
specialized training options. The organization
then provides tuition reimbursement, so
that there is an incentive for employees to
increase their skills and find training that
meets their needs.

18

It might not always be feasible
to find a person who has all of
the skills needed, but it is more
important to find a person who is
willing to learn.
One Advisory Group member recommended working
with staff members to develop a roadmap for their
development. “Pace is crucial; overloading the individual can
limit their growth. Start with simpler tasks and grow to more difficult tasks as
experience builds. Have candidates for more complex jobs shadow workers
wherever possible to build their understanding. Provide feedback and critique. If
there is trust, the individual will come to you when they are ready for additional
changes. The supervisor or manager can also suggest additional challenges.”
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19

Utilities should try to find tools that exhibit ease of use
and intuitiveness.
One Advisory Group member acknowledged the need for staff training and staff
support, but also recommended that utilities try to find tools that exhibit ease
of use and intuitiveness, “if a technology does not exhibit those traits, a utility
should not adopt it until it does.” Another Advisory Group member agreed that
it was better to select an intuitive tool with less clicks and more intuitive flow.
However, she noted that when a utility was digitizing a highly manual process
there might be no digital tool that would feel intuitive to an employee who has
used only manual processes to perform the work.

20 Organizations implementing new tools should develop not
only a training plan but a training budget.
This budget should include not only initial and ongoing training, but also tools like
checklists and instruction sheets that employees can reference on an ongoing
basis. One Advisory Group member advised, “It is important to include staff
time here. For some larger projects we have included the cost of hiring temps
and/or paying overtime to ensure staff do not feel penalized and overworked to
accommodate training.”

21

Utilities should communicate with professional
organizations in the water/wastewater area about their
training needs relating to use of digital tools.
Association conferences and workshops can provide information that is
responsive to the needs of multiple utilities.
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22

There is an urgent need for an initiative in which utilities,
consultants, and vendors can share information on how
digital tools can be used more effectively to support staff
development and employee training.
As utilities adopt use of digital tools for their operational processes, they also
need to learn to use digital tools effectively in staff training.

23

Provide staff training on anything that is changing, whether
it is a process, the digital tool that will be associated with
the process, or both.
This should include training for work units upstream and downstream of the
process/digital tool change, when their work will also be affected.
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DEVELOPING QUALIFIED CANDIDATES FOR DIGITAL JOBS
Candidate development is the term used by BAYWORK to describe work that
water utilities can do to make sure that when they have openings for missioncritical jobs, qualified candidates are available to fill them. BAYWORK is a nonprofit consortium of water and wastewater utilities in the Bay Area and works
with students, parents, educational institutions, community organizations, and
union training programs to encourage interest in water industry jobs. This nonprofit organization also helps individuals gain the skills they need in order to
compete successfully for these jobs and teaches them how to be successful in
their work.
The water industry is experiencing significant turnover of staff at a time when
many Baby Boomers are leaving the workforce and the need for digital skills is at
an all-time high. This demographic transition offers an opportunity for the water
industry to take advantage of the familiarity of younger workers with digital
tools. The water industry should work proactively to help community colleges,
universities, and trades unions build digital education into the programs used to
train these skilled trades workers and engineers.
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CHALLENGES
1

One Advisory Group member asked, “Are candidate development programs
keeping up with the requirements of these positions, and recognizing the
additional training needed by the digital water employee?” Community
colleges and trades unions may be unaware of the digital tools used by utilities
to enhance their operations and unprepared to provide their students with

“

education on how to use these tools. Instructors may not have experience in the
use of these tools, and the organizations may not have access to the software,
hardware, or sensors associated with different tools.

are candidate development
programs keeping up with the
requirements of these positions,
and recognizing the additional
training needed by the digital
water employee?

2

Common perceptions of the skills needed to perform work in the water
industry are out of date. This can affect even publications intended to promote
consideration of water industry jobs, which stress the fact that many well-paid
jobs in the water industry require only a high school degree.
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As an example, while it is true that most skilled trades jobs do not require a
college degree, it is not true that a basic high school diploma provides all of
the skills needed to perform skilled trades work. In addition to job-specific skills
and competence in areas such as written communication and math, an ideal
candidate should be prepared to work with digital tools. For example, a water
treatment operator needs to be prepared to use Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) systems and the computerized work order system used
by the utility to request and report maintenance on its equipment. Candidates
should also be prepared to learn to use new digital tools as technology evolves
(e.g., artificial intelligence and machine learning).
Because digital tools are becoming a framework that ties all functions of the
utility together, some level of digital literacy should be defined as a requirement
for all water industry jobs. Job candidates should also be prepared to learn
to use new tools as they are implemented. The fact that college degrees are
not required for many important jobs should not be misinterpreted to mean
that knowledge and skills acquired during high school will be sufficient to carry
employees through a career in the water industry.

3

Utilities sometimes provide more stable jobs and better employment benefits
than private employers. However, because the salaries of utility jobs are often
not competitive with other industries, digitally skilled candidates for positions
used by multiple industries (e.g., electronic maintenance technicians and
engineers) may gravitate to industries other than water.

4

Rapid flux in information technology blurs the boundaries of different job
categories, such as IT staff and skilled technicians as well as electronic
maintenance technicians. Different utilities may take different approaches to
how work is assigned (e.g., coding of programmable logic controllers).
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LESSONS LEARNED
1

The water industry should work with academic institutions,
trade organizations, and other partners to promote
awareness of the digital tools (hardware, software, and
sensors) and processes (e.g., monitoring and analysis of
data) that utilities use to upgrade the effectiveness and
efficiency of their services.
This should include informing educational partners on the types of software
systems that are commonly used for different functions (e.g., asset
management/work order systems to record the maintenance work performed by
plumbers, and geographic information systems to store information on facilities).

2

Because of the expense of purchasing and maintaining
the hardware, software, and sensors used to provide
water services, utilities shouldn’t assume that community
college or union training programs will have the resources to
address all job-specific digital training needs.
Utilities should develop, at a utility or regional level, opportunities for on-site
learning, such as student internships, pre-apprenticeships, and apprenticeships.
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3

In their communication with students, parents, educational
institutions, community organizations, and unions, utilities
should make it clear that digital literacy is becoming a
requirement for all water utility jobs, regardless of how the
job is currently performed.
As one Advisory Group member stated, “When you are interviewing an applicant,
make sure you ask technology questions. Make sure candidates have digital
skills and have the capability to learn to use your systems.”
Realizing that these systems will continuously evolve over time, a utility’s
candidate development efforts should also stress the need for continuous
learning—that a utility job is not the final prize for learning, but a responsibility to
continue to learn. One Advisory Group member commented, “The importance
of a person’s willingness to learn can’t be overstated.” He noted that in some
cases, a person with the exact skillsets needed might not be available, but that
it is more important to get someone who demonstrates, “the characteristics of a
change agent.”
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
We live in a world full of tools that we use but barely understand—the mechanics
of the cars we drive, the airplanes we fly in, and the mobile devices we use at
home and at work. Historically people’s lives and livelihoods have often been
disrupted by new technologies. In the case of artificial/collective intelligence
and machine learning, lack of clarity about how they work and how they will be
used often contribute to concerns on the part of water industry employees about
whether the new technologies will make their lives worse or better.
We are currently affected, in both our personal and work lives, with a
constellation of developments in several inter-related areas:
•

The Internet of Things (the ability to collect huge amounts of data
simultaneously from many points), with increased communication capacity that
can move the data quickly to multiple points for communication and analysis;

•

Vastly increased computing capacity, allowing multiple analyses of huge
amounts of data, investigating possible inter-relationships, to produce “machine
learning” and artificial intelligence;

•

Collective intelligence, with human involvement in the questions being asked
and the analysis of results and use of results; and

•

Robotics, in which human instructions combine with data to produce action
by machines.
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As one Advisory Group member noted, “We think of AI as some sci-fi thing, but
we are surrounded by it. Machine learning and iteration are helpful to improve
how we think and how we do our business. Understanding the value and
relevance of AI is critical.” Another Advisory Group member commented that AI
was widely misunderstood. “There is confusion about how it is applied and used
in a utility. Challenges are understanding it, knowing when and where interaction
is necessary, and overcoming the fear that AI will replace my role.”

“

Better understanding of AI on the part of not only IT professionals but also
managers and supervisors in the operating components of water utilities will be
needed in order to make effective use of the digital tools now available.

we think of AI as some sci-fi thing,
but we are surrounded by it.
Machine learning and iteration are
helpful to improve how we think
and how we do our business.
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CHALLENGES
1

One IT professional on the Advisory Group commented, “AI is fascinating, but
terminology and hype are doing a great disservice to our industry right now. In
many areas, there is too little high-quality data for any computer to be able
to generate a reliable outcome. Secondly, the idea that a utility can be run by
computers instead of people scares staff and they shut down to efforts that
could be advantageous.”
If a system is a “black box” to staff, they are not going to trust its output.
One Advisory Group member observed, “I have seen multiple examples of
predictions of pipe failures that operations and maintenance staff discounted
because they didn’t trust the analytics. This resulted in expensive repairs that
could have been prevented if there had been trust in the system.”

2

One IT professional said that he had not seen AI successfully implemented in
water operations, despite multiple proposals and presentations focused on
the water sector. “Humans are still the ones licensed to deliver safe water to
customers. AI won’t be able to replace this in the foreseeable future.”

3

Although there is potential for agencies to share data and build broad data
sets that can be used for analysis and predictions, one Advisory Group member
observed, that we have “thousands of agencies trying to do the same thing
differently. Why can’t we agree on what good looks like? Everyone has opinions.
Everyone is stubborn. The problem is we are all collecting different data sets so
since you are measuring different variables it is hard to make a comparison.”
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4

Many AI tools are still very basic. As one IT professional on the Advisory Group
advised, “Determine early in the selection process whether
the tool will be a help or hindrance.”

5

One operational staff manager on the Advisory Group commented, “There
are all kinds of tools available to integrate the Internet of Things and artificial
intelligence, but it seems like a luxury when utilities are struggling to keep up the
latest versions of the systems they already have”.

6

An Advisory Group member who manages IT services for a water utility
described AI as “a big question mark,” saying “I think people are still not sure
what this means to our business, how it can be implemented and leveraged
within their organizations.” However, he also noted, “The tools that are helping
us dive into AI are Internet of Things devices. These tools are helping us better
understand our infrastructure and operations.”
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LESSONS LEARNED

1

We need to consider language that is both more accurate
and less frightening than Artificial Intelligence.
One Advisory Group member prefers the term Computer Assisted Learning. She
suggests a process in which organizations begin to use the data they have and
trust to be accurate to look for opportunities to improve. “For example, pipe failures
and weather-related overflows can be predicted with a number of systems
available today and these systems can really improve a utility’s operations and
maintenance efficiency. Staff must be a part of the design and implementation of
the system, providing their insights, in order for value to be seen.”

Another Advisory Group member with expertise in AI stated, “The water sector is
and will always be about people. Often when our workforce thinks about AI, we
think about it automating or replacing our jobs. I believe it is the opposite, where
water professionals supported by AI can bring more value with IT support. I
promote the term Collective Intelligence or CI rather than AI.”
A third Advisory Group member who manages inspection and maintenance
of wastewater collection lines said, “The word I use is Machine Learning. This
is different from AI. When we drive a camera down the line using a manhole
camera, we let the algorithms figure it out. That is through machine learning. It is
comparing that one picture from a pipeline with other pictures. We share data
sets with other utilities that use the same asset management system that we
use. It is comparing your pipelines with your neighbors in order to determine,
“What does good look like?”
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2

In the water industry, conservative, costly construction
designs are a typical response to uncertainty.
It may be possible to avoid over-design of infrastructure through use of AI
tools such as “digital twins”; these can provide a virtual replica of a water
system where different scenarios can be tested in a digital environment. These
analyses may have the potential to dramatically reduce large capital costs by
identifying design alternatives that are equally safe, but less costly. One Advisory
Group member cited a utility that had spent over $1 billion dollars on a capital
construction project before a recent digital analysis indicated that a robust pipe
cleaning program could have cut the cost and duration of the program in half if
the analysis had been available a decade ago.

3

The developers of AI tools need to understand the underlying
processes that drive the relationships between the data
elements being analyzed.
The logic in the system will work only if the developers can understand and
explain why changes in one variable would affect another. Developers should
test their assumptions about cause-and-effect relationships by employing
structured processes for validating artificial intelligence algorithms.

4

Actual experience with AI tools and understanding of how
they work can relieve staff fears about its impact on their role.
One Advisory Group member with both front-line and management experience
in wastewater operations noted, “I have worked with artificial intelligence and
real-time controls as tools for operations. Because of this experience, I am a
strong advocate of AI as a decision-making friend of operations. For basic plant
operations and responding to wet weather, this tool gives operations a great
advantage.” Another operations manager remarked, “The employee doesn’t
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need to be able to design it but needs to understand how it operates. This will
reduce anxiety about job loss.” A third Advisory Group member who worked for a
water utility also reported successful use of AI: “Our data is the best predictor of
equipment failure, and AI has been integral.”

5

The data itself needs to be reliable.
New, more user-friendly AI tools are being developed for analyzing and
synthesizing utility data sets, and it has become feasible to collect, store, and
analyze more data as data storage has become less expensive. Sometimes
techniques like data scrubbing (eliminating data points that seem incorrect)
and smoothing practices (eliminating data points that appear too high or too
low, that could skew analytical results) are used to improve analytical outcomes.

6

It is more effective to out-source AI than to develop
tools in-house.
As one Advisory Group member commented, “There are a lot of solutions out
there.” However, in-house staff need to understand the logic of AI systems and
the data they are producing in order to determine the best applications for AI
within the utility.

7

One IT manager on the Advisory Group advised utilities to
implement AI in areas that are necessary but repetitious, so
staff time can be better used elsewhere:
“This is a strategy for adding value to people’s work.” Another IT manager on the
Advisory Group advised, “Slow adoption.” The utility where he worked planned
to implement AI in their new call center solution, along with chatbots. One
operating manager predicted, “As for AI and machine learning, it’s going to
happen. It’s going to be the future. We will have very specialized people to run
these software systems.”
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Recent successful hacks of both huge, sophisticated databases in the US and the
relatively small water system in Oldsmar, Florida have shown that sophisticated
cyber operations are active and water utilities are targets. Even the software
systems of organizations with extensive IT expertise are at risk of damage and
data theft by cyber-attacks.
Since the cybersecurity capabilities of most municipalities and utilities are no
match for the modern-day adversary, these incidents are an indicator of the
vulnerability of many water systems to cybersecurity risks. One Advisory Group
member identified cybersecurity as “a critical gap,” noting that the work needed
would require “organizational commitment at all levels,” from exercising security
protocols on a daily basis to well-thought-out investments at the agency level.
While significant work has been undertaken by US federal agencies and others,
to develop legislation, regulations, frameworks and guidance to protect critical
infrastructure, including water and wastewater systems, from cybersecurity
threats, many of the recommended assessments and practices have not been
implemented at all utilities.
Cybersecurity requires a commitment to action as part of an all-hazards
risk management strategy as recommended in ANSI/AWWA G430: Security
Practices for Operations and Management. AWWA’s Cybersecurity Risk &
Responsibility in the Water Sector resource provides important legal and risk
management insights that utility leaders and decision makers should take
under advisement relative to integrating cybersecurity into their enterprise risk
management process.
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America’s Water infrastructure Act of 2018 (AWIA), which updated the Safe
Drinking Water Act (SDWA), was passed in October 2018. AWIA establishes the
requirements for utilities to conduct a risk and resilience assessment (RRA) and
prepare or revise an emergency response plan (ERP). An RRA must include an
assessment of the cybersecurity of “electronic, computer, or other automated
systems.” The ERP must include “strategies and resources to improve the
resilience of the system, including the physical security and cybersecurity of
the system.”
Over the past decade, AWWA has invested in tools and resources for utilities to
help improve their cybersecurity practices. Most notably, AWWA’s Cybersecurity
Risk Management Guidance (Guidance) and Self-Assessment Tool (Tool)
provides the water sector with a voluntary, sector-specific approach for
implementing applicable cybersecurity controls and recommendations. The
guidance and tool have been recognized by the USEPA, DHS, NIST and several
states for aiding water systems in evaluating cybersecurity risks. The Guidance
and Tool are both free to users.
More recently, AWWA has developed a small systems version of the
guidance and tool and associated trainings to help small utilities build AWIA
compliance and improve cybersecurity practices. Also, AWWA has worked
with Idaho National Laboratory and DHS to integrate the AWWA tool with DHS’s
Cybersecurity Evaluation Tool (CSET). This allows a user to seamlessly transfer
data from the AWWA tool output into CSET, which will help utilities advance their
cybersecurity assessment and practices further.
Training on the Guidance and Tool is provided by AWWA as part of the Utility
Risk & Resilience Certificate Program or can be accessed independently. AWWA
Sections also have the option to host in-person trainings on these cybersecurity
resources by request.
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CHALLENGES
1

Utilities often do not invest enough funding in Information Technology (IT) and
operational technology (OT) support services to have adequate protection
from cybersecurity risks. Utilities often do not have enough IT and OT staff
positions, which is exacerbated by the fact that too few of these staff positions
are devoted to cybersecurity concerns. In addition, utilities often do not provide
sufficient technical training to staff or pay salaries high enough to attract staff
with cybersecurity expertise to the water industry.
One Advisory Group member asked, “Do IT staff have the knowledge and skills to
know how to protect the utility from cyberattacks? How does the utility identify
the services that could be impacted during a cyberattack?”
Another Advisory Group member commented, “There are so many little utilities
that are under-funded IT-wise, and there are so many resultant operational
and cybersecurity risks. I truly find it disturbing that many City departments—
including in our City—have operational and cybersecurity risks because of
being under-funded. Cities are often the target of cyber criminals because
they are easy prey.”
The concern about under-investment in cybersecurity was also echoed by an
Advisory Group member who said, “I believe we are grossly underestimating the
importance of cybersecurity for our water systems because we have little experience
with potentially catastrophic results if our water infrastructure was impacted.”
One IT professional on the Advisory Group noted, “Cybersecurity is an everevolving field that requires constant training, reading, and event attendance to
be up-to-date on the latest threats.”
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2

The costs and trade-offs associated with cybersecurity are often not typically
appreciated by users up-front. Management support is needed in order for
appropriate cybersecurity measures to be implemented.

3

There can be a disconnect between how Information Technology (IT)
and operational technology (OT) staff think about cybersecurity because
traditionally, they were focused on different types of equipment and networks,
facing different kinds of risks and potential consequences from cybersecurity
incidents. Recent developments in equipment and standards, along with
increasing complexity, have created more convergence in the areas of expertise
expected of IT and OT professionals. Both IT and OT system security must be
implemented and supported consistently for the whole utility to be protected.

4

Cybersecurity is not always taken into account when selecting digital tools.
As a result, tools may be implemented that are not easily modified to address
cybersecurity risks.
An IT manager on the Advisory Group commented, “In the current environment,
it is essential that a cybersecurity review be completed for all software before
procurement. Even moving proposals to a legal department for review of
contracts and agreements should be secondary. If the software does not
meet internet cybersecurity and data protection guidelines, it should not be
implemented, especially if it is a cloud-based software.”

5

Utilities may not have deployed cybersecurity protection measures broadly
enough across the whole workforce. For example, utilities may not provide
all staff with foundational training on how to identify and protect themselves
against social engineering and other threats at work or may not use sign-on
processes that discourage hackers.
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6

Since the Covid-19 pandemic has resulted in a level of digital work from home
that was not previously anticipated, utilities have not always had time to put
into place adequate cybersecurity systems and procedures to address the
increased risks. As one member of the Advisory Group noted, “With the onset of
Covid-19, IT groups are more concerned with cybersecurity threats and should
be. Paperless processes are on the rise, and more sensitive information is being
passed around the internet, making utilities and businesses more vulnerable to
attack than before.”

7

Utilities often do not become involved in national and international groups (e.g.,
WaterISAC, an international security network established for water/wastewater
providers) to remain current on cybersecurity in water. This is particularly
common when IT is managed by a municipal IT department that supports
multiple functions.
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LESSONS LEARNED
1

IT staff in utilities can perform a valuable function by providing
training and information to all utility staff about cyber risks and
scams to avoid on a daily basis.
One IT manager in the Advisory Group noted, “Security awareness training is
a must for the digital worker. Intelligent targeted training should be done to
address workers who require additional assistance.” Another Advisory Group
member echoed the need for ongoing cybersecurity awareness campaigns and
training to mitigate risks, pointing out that, “All criminals prey on ignorance.”
It is particularly important for top managers to be aware of cybersecurity
risks, because the proper level of attention to and investment in cybersecurity
depends on management buy-in.

2

Utilities need to analyze their cybersecurity risks, taking
into account the likelihood and consequences of potential
incidents, including costs associated with recovery and failure.
One Advisory Group member suggested analyzing risks in terms of the risks
from people as well as risks from technology. She noted that staff need training,
utilities need cybersecurity specialists, and utilities need to collaborate to mitigate
risks associated with the use of equipment that might share data. She also
recommended that equipment that could share data should not be owned by
individual parts of the organization unless that component of the organization has
the capacity to protect the data. “Organizations need to put policies and procedures
in place to help prevent employees from making or cooperating with attacks.”
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Utilities need business continuity and disaster recovery plans for how to operate
and serve customers in the event they lose support from automated systems.
They also need to provide training to their staff members on manual operation of
critical systems.

3

It is critical for IT and operational staff who handle critical
information to be continually updated and trained on new
cybersecurity issues, best practices, and products.
Because new information is always emerging on potential risks and how these
need to be addressed, utilities must keep their IT staff up to date on this topic
through training, reading, and event attendance. Continuous learning should
include learning from other utilities, and participation in national and international
organizations that focus on cybersecurity issues in the water industry.

4

Utilities should establish IT policies for implementing critical
updates to update or modify systems in order to resolve
cybersecurity vulnerabilities as soon as they are identified.
The policies should also apply to the OT environments and account for the
differences between how IT and OT systems operate.

5

Policies and procedures should be created if they do
not already exist to address cybersecurity risks such as
breaches, ransomware attacks, or similar events.
The potential costs of a cybersecurity incident include not only operational
failures but also financial costs, negative press, and a utility’s reputation.
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6

Cybersecurity should be considered in selecting among
digital tools and in considering the environment in which
they are going to be deployed.
Utilities should develop and implement the use of a cybersecurity questionnaire
to evaluate the security elements of any new digital tools that are under
consideration prior to their selection.
As one IT professional advised, “Determine if they value security as much as you
do. It is easier to implement cybersecurity in a system before a tool is in use.”
Another utility IT manager commented, “A cybersecurity review is an excellent
filter that can save time and money if a tool fails to meet the requirements.”
(Sample questions related to cybersecurity are shown in Attachment VI.)

7

Utilities should adopt data retention policies and
e-discovery should be used so that data administrators can
call up a read-only view of a user’s activity on the system.
Both are techniques that make it more difficult for a bad actor to hack into
your system by guessing at or learning your credentials. Not all Multi-Factor
Authentication methods are secure, so these must be evaluated to determine
the right balance of security versus usability.

8

Utilities should perform Security Vulnerability scanning
on a scheduled basis against critically used resources,
so that they will be alerted to any areas of concern.
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9

Policies regarding lost/stolen equipment should be
implemented if not already in place to protect systems
from being compromised using stolen equipment.

10

Improved working relationships need to be built between IT
(information technology) and OT (operational technology)
staff members in order to implement cybersecurity
measures that are comprehensive, usable and secure.

11

Utilities should use Single Sign-on and Multi-Factor
Authentication on selected platforms for enhanced security.
Both are techniques that make it more difficult for a bad actor to hack into
your system by guessing at or learning your credentials. Not all Multi-Factor
Authentication methods are secure, so these must be evaluated to determine
the right balance of security versus usability.

12

Data Loss Prevention (DLP) policies should be considered
in any system that can share data externally (e.g., e-mail,
Dropbox, and Teams).

13

Encryption management should be considered for
management of all systems where messages and data
are transferred, for increased security.
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14

Special consideration should be given to security risks
associated with digital workers who are working from home.
Additional protection from next generation Antivirus products should be
considered for digital workers doing work from home, as home networks are far
more vulnerable than business networks. Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) should
consider not using split tunneling, as split tunneling limits the protection provided
to digital workers when offsite. Proper e-mail filtering gateways are required to
help protect the digital worker as they lack many of the additional protections
when they are not connected to the corporate network. This should include but
not be limited to URS protection, impersonation protection, malware protection,
attachment protection, and phishing protection.
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Survey Form
Input on Digital Water Issues
Advisory Group on BAYWORK White Paper on The Digital Worker

Respondent
Name

-

Title

-

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
Organization -

_____________________________________________

Date

-

_______________________________________
A. Your ideas and questions
This is a word document, so your answers can be as short or as long as
you want.

1. Your ideas, observations, experiences, challenges, lessons learned,
and/or questions about Selection of digital tools
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2. Your ideas, observations, experiences, challenges, lessons learned,

and/or questions about Corporate culture, leadership, and change
management

3. Your ideas, observations, experiences, challenges, lessons learned,

and/or questions about Coordination with existing workflows and
systems

4. Your ideas, observations, experiences, challenges, lessons learned,

and/or questions about Human Resources support for modifications

needed to job descriptions, job categories, and recruitment practices

5. Your ideas, observations, experiences, challenges, lessons learned,

and/or questions about Support from Information Technology staf

6. Your ideas, observations, experiences, challenges, lessons learned,
and/or questions about Initial and ongoing staff training

7. Your ideas, observations, experiences, challenges, lessons learned,

and/or questions about Developing candidates with the qualifications
needed for effective use of digital tools

8. Your ideas, observations, experiences, challenges, lessons learned,
and/or questions about Artificial intelligence

9. Your ideas, observations, experiences, challenges, lessons learned,
and/or questions about Cybersecurity
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10. Your thoughts, observations, experiences, challenges, lessons learned,
and/or questions in any other area you would like to see addressed in
10. Your thoughts, observations, experiences, challenges, lessons learned,
the White Paper.
and/or questions in any other area you would like to see addressed in
the White Paper.

B. Glossary
B. Glossary
Please identify any terms that you think it would be useful to include in the

glossary, which will be one of the attachments to the White Paper. If you have
Please identify any terms that you think it would be useful to include in the
a definition of the term to suggest, please feel free to provide that as well.
glossary, which will be one of the attachments to the White Paper. If you have
However, it will also be helpful if you identify terms that you have seen used in
a definition of the term to suggest, please feel free to provide that as well.
relation to digital tools that are unclear to you.
However, it will also be helpful if you identify terms that you have seen used in
relation
to digital tools
that are unclear to you.
C. Resource
Suggestions

C. Resource Suggestions
If you have benefited from articles, reports, presentations or books that have

increased your understanding of effective use of digital tools, you are invited
If you have benefited from articles, reports, presentations or books that have
to share them with the group and/or provide reference information on them
increased your understanding of effective use of digital tools, you are invited
here.
to share them with the group and/or provide reference information on them
here.

Attachment III

Attachment
III
Guidance
Document
Guidance
Document
Input
on Digital
Water Issues
on Digital
Water
Advisory GroupInput
on BAYWORK
White
PaperIssues
on The Digital Worker
Advisory Group on BAYWORK White Paper on The Digital Worker
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Guidance Document
Input on Digital Water Issues
Advisory Group on BAYWORK White Paper on The Digital Worker
Introduction
The purpose of the BAYWORK Digital Worker Initiative is to help

water/wastewater utilities make more effective use of digital tools by
addressing workforce-related challenges:

1. Selection of digital tools
2. Corporate culture, leadership, and change management
3. Coordination with existing workflows and systems
4. HR support for modification of job descriptions, job categories, and
recruitment practices

5. IT Support
6. Initial and ongoing staff training
7. Preparing qualified candidates
8. Artificial intelligence
9. Cyber-security
10. Other

BAYWORK is responding to the need for guidance in handling workforce issues
related to digital tools by developing a BAYWORK White Paper on The Digital
Worker. The White Paper will be prepared with the support of an Advisory

Group that includes BAYWORK signatories, water/wastewater utilities from
other regions, professional associations, and consultants with practical
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BAYWORK is responding to the need for guidance in handling workforce issues
related to digital tools by developing a BAYWORK White Paper on The Digital
Worker. The White Paper will be prepared with the support of an Advisory

Group that includes BAYWORK signatories, water/wastewater utilities from
other regions, professional associations, and consultants with practical

experience in the field. Since Advisory Group members will have varying types
of expertise and experience, an open-ended survey format will be used,
allowing everyone contribute their own observations, questions, lessons
learned, and recommendations.

All Advisory Group members will be acknowledged when the White Paper is
published; However, specific survey responses will be confidential; any

comments, questions, observations, or recommendations contained in survey

responses will be referenced in the White Paper without attribution. This will

allow Advisory Group members to speak freely, giving the water/wastewater

industry the benefit of what they have learned as observed and experienced,
as well as what they consider to be unanswered questions that call for
additional research.

Below are some examples of issues that can arise in the topic areas covered

by the survey. Please note that these are only examples that may stimulate

your own ideas on this topic. You do not need to discuss any of these topics

in your response, and you are also free to discuss any other relevant issues or
questions that come to mind.

Examples of issues that can arise with selection of digital tools
Has the organization clearly defined (1) the problem(s) they are trying to solve
with new software or hardware, and (2) how the new software or hardware
will address these problems?

Does the process developed for selecting the tool include effective

involvement of information technology staff and operational staff who will be

using the tools?

Does the selection process take into account the existing knowledge, skills,
and attitudes of operational staff who will be using the tool?

How will the new system integrate with related systems that are already in

use?
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Does the selection process take into account the existing knowledge, skills,
and attitudes of operational staff who will be using the tool?

How will the new system integrate with related systems that are already in

use?

Examples of issues that can arise in relation to corporate culture,

leadership, and change management

At both the management and the operational level, what is the organization’s
approach to innovation, learning, and accountability?

Will there be sufficient commitment at all levels of the organization to make
the investments (both financially and in terms of staff time) to effectively
utilize the tool?

If there is resistance to change, how will this be addressed by the
organization?

Examples of issues that can arise with coordination with existing
workflows and systems

Does the organization already have other systems with similar content or a
similar purpose? Will one replace the other, or how will the data and
workflows be integrated?

Does the organization have accurate and complete data that will support
effective use of the tool? If not, are there plans in place for gathering or
correcting data?

Examples of issues that can arise in relation to Human Resources
support for modification of job descriptions, use of new job
categories, and recruitment practices

Do job descriptions need to be updated to reflect knowledge and skills (e.g.,
digital literacy) needed for full utilization of digital tools?

Do new job categories need to be created in order for the organization to
make full use of digital tools?

Are outreach and recruitment practices consistent with the need to recruit
individuals with digital knowledge and skills?
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Examples of issues that can arise in relation to Human Resources
support for modification of job descriptions, use of new job
categories, and recruitment practices

Do job descriptions need to be updated to reflect knowledge and skills (e.g.,
digital literacy) needed for full utilization of digital tools?

Do new job categories need to be created in order for the organization to
make full use of digital tools?

Are outreach and recruitment practices consistent with the need to recruit
individuals with digital knowledge and skills?

Examples of issues that can arise in relation to support provided
by Information Technology staff

Does the organization have sufficient IT staff to support both new and existing
digital tools?

Do IT staff understand the purpose of digital tools, and how they are used by
operations staff?

Examples of issues that can arise with Initial and ongoing staff
training

What level of initial and ongoing training will be needed in order for
operations and IT staff to fully utilize the tool under consideration?

What type and quality of training materials will be used to provide
information to staff on the purpose of the tool and how to use it?

What training or mentoring will be available on an ongoing basis?
How will system documentation and training materials be stored for easy
access by staff?

Will training be provided to staff on how to integrate the new tool with existing
workflows and tools?

Examples of issues associated with preparing qualified
candidates

Do local high schools, community colleges, and other training programs have
an awareness of the skills and expertise required to use digital tools?
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Examples of issues associated with preparing qualified
workflows and tools?

candidates
Examples of issues associated with preparing qualified

Do local high schools, community colleges, and other training programs have

candidates

an awareness of the skills and expertise required to use digital tools?

Do local high schools, community colleges, and other training programs have
What training related to use of digital tools is offered by local community
an awareness of the skills and expertise required to use digital tools?
colleges and unions that prepare individuals for skilled trades jobs?
What training related to use of digital tools is offered by local community
colleges and unions that prepare individuals for skilled trades jobs?

Examples of issues associated with Artificial Intelligence
Do operations and IT staff understand the potential for integrating artificial

Examples of issues associated with Artificial Intelligence
intelligence into digital tools?

Do operations and IT staff understand the potential for integrating artificial
Do operations staff understand the factors that are being considered in
intelligence into digital tools?
artificial intelligence components of digital tools they are using?
Do operations staff understand the factors that are being considered in
artificial intelligence components of digital tools they are using?

Examples of issues that can arise with Cyber-security
Can the organization assure the security of the data in all new systems?

Examples of issues that can arise in other areas
Does IT need support from other parts of the organization, such as
Communications, to convey the value of new systems?

Does the organization have the technical infrastructure (such as devices

needed to use new systems in the field) required for effective implementation
of the tool?

Do senior managers understand both the benefits of digital tools and the

investments in terms of both resources and staff time required in order to
utilize the tools effectively?

GLOSSARY
In order to make the White Paper as helpful as possible to water/wastewater
utilities, one of the attachments to the White Paper will be a glossary with
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RESOURCE SUGGESTIONS

RESOURCE
SUGGESTIONS
If you have benefited
from articles, reports, presentations or books that have

increased
understanding
of effective
of digital tools,
you are
invited
If you haveyour
benefited
from articles,
reports,use
presentations
or books
that
have
increased your understanding of effective use of digital tools, you are invited

to share them with the group during the course of the project (via links or e-

mail attachments), or to provide references to them that we can include in a
Resource Suggestion attachment to the White Paper.
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Glossary of Terms
Algorithms: An algorithm is a precise list of operations that could be done by
a computer to solve a mathematical problem. The operations are often
repetitive.

Analytics: Refers to the systematic computational analysis of data or statistics

used for the discovery, interpretation, and communication of meaningful
patterns in data. It also entails applying data patterns towards effective

decision making. Analytics relies on the simultaneous application of statistics,
computer programming and operations research to quantify performance.
Artificial/Collective Intelligence: Artificial intelligence (AI), is intelligence

demonstrated by machines, unlike the natural intelligence displayed by
humans and animals, which involves consciousness and emotionality.

Leading AI textbooks define the field as the study of "intelligent agents": any
device that perceives its environment and takes actions that maximize its

chance of successfully achieving its goals. Colloquially, the term "artificial

intelligence" is often used to describe machines (or computers) that mimic
"cognitive" functions that humans associate with the human mind, such as
"learning" and "problem solving". Collective intelligence (CI) is shared or

group intelligence that emerges from the collaboration, collective efforts, and

competition of many individuals and appears in consensus decision making.
Linking the two together implies collaboration between humans and AI
devices.

Automation: Automation describes a wide range of technologies which

reduce human intervention in processes by predetermining decision criteria,
subprocess relationships, and related actions — and embodying those

predeterminations in machines. For example: programming a PLC to operate
a pump based on conditions automatically communicated from other
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Automation: Automation describes a wide range of technologies which

reduce human intervention in processes by predetermining decision criteria,
subprocess relationships, and related actions — and embodying those

predeterminations in machines. For example: programming a PLC to operate
a pump based on conditions automatically communicated from other
equipment or devices.

Business Network: Among water utilities, the business network is usually

differentiated from separate networks connecting and supporting operational
systems and devices. The business network is devoted to systems supporting
the business aspects of the utility, including human resources, finance,
purchasing, customer service, and in some cases maintenance
management, and often facilitates connecting to the internet.

Business Practices: Among water utilities, the term “business practices” is

often used to describe how work is completed across multiple functions.
Business practices can include workflows, processes, tools, data and

management activities and performance measures used to monitor and
control process outcomes.

Change Management: Proactive efforts to anticipate and respond to the

effects of change processes so that their outcome will be as beneficial as

possible for both the organization, employees, and the customers they serve.
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Chatbots: Software applications used to conduct an on-line chat

conversation via text or text-to-speech, in lieu of providing direct contact with

a live human agent. A chatbot is a type of software that can automate

conversations and interact with people through messaging platforms. They

are designed to convincingly simulate the way a human would behave as a

conversational partner and typically require continuous tuning and testing.
CITRIX System: Citrix Systems, Inc. is an American multinational software
company that provides server, application and desktop virtualization,

networking, software as a service, and cloud computing technologies.
Cloud Based Storage and Software: Cloud computing is the delivery of

different services through the Internet. These resources include tools and

applications like data storage, servers, databases, networking, and software.
Rather than keeping files on a proprietary hard drive or local storage device,

cloud-based storage makes it possible to save them to a remote database.
As long as an electronic device has access to the web, it has access to the

data and the software programs to run it. Cloud computing is a popular

option for people and businesses for a number of reasons including cost
savings, increased productivity, speed and efficiency, performance, and
security.

Commercial-Off-the-Shelf (COTS) Solution: Commercial off-the-shelf or

commercially available off-the-shelf products are packaged solutions which
are then adapted to satisfy the needs of the purchasing organization, rather
than the commissioning of custom-made solutions.

Computer Assisted Learning: Computer-assisted learning is defined as, "the

search for and study of applications of the computer in teaching and
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learning". It embraces a wide range of information and communications

technology applications and approaches from "traditional" drill-and-practice
programs to virtual learning environments, Web-based distance learning,

interactive whiteboards, computer-mediated communication, and mobile-

assisted learning.

Organizational Culture: Shared values, expectations, priorities, and standards

that are reflected in the day-to-day decisions and actions of utility
employees.

Culture: An organization’s collective values, attitude, and behaviors. These
elements are often driven by the organization’s leadership.

Customization: Customized software is software that is specially developed

for some specific organization or other user. As such, it can be contrasted with
the use of software packages developed for the mass market, such as
commercial off-the-shelf software, or existing free software.

Cybersecurity: The art of protecting networks, devices, and data from

unauthorized access or criminal use and the practice of ensuring

confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information. For water utilities, this

also includes ensuring the reliability and integrity of automated control of
equipment and processes.

Digital Competence: The ability of an employee to use, or learn to use, the

digital tools currently used, or proposed for use in the future, by a utility to
handle the functions assigned to their job classification.
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Digital Leadership: Providing guidance and support for effective selection and
implementation of digital tools that reflects sufficient understanding of both

technical and workforce challenges to ensure that adequate and appropriate
resources are brought to the task.

Digital Skills: The skills required to use digital devices, software,

communication applications, and networks to access and manage

information.

Digital Systems: Individual and combined elements such as hardware,

software, networks and their use.

Digital Tools: Software, hardware, sensors, communications, and all other

aspects of using information technology to support the provision of services
Digital Transformation: Adoption of digital technology to transform services or

businesses, through replacing non-digital or manual processes with digital

processes or replacing older digital technology with newer digital technology.
Digital Twin: A highly complex virtual model of a physical object or system
across its life-cycle. It uses real-time data and other sources to enable

learning, reasoning and dynamic recalibration for improved decision making.

Data from the physical system or asset may be collected and mapped to the

virtual representation. For example: a water utility might build a virtual water
treatment plant in an effort to test optimization strategies in a noconsequence virtual environment.

Product drawings and engineering specifications progressed from

handmade drafting to computer aided drafting/computer aided design to
model-based systems engineering.
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Digital Worker: An employee who uses digital tools (software, hardware,

sensors, communications, and any other aspect of information technology)
to perform their work.

Digital Water Workforce: A digital water workforce makes competent use of

continuously evolving digital tools to enhance public service and protect the
environment.

Encryption: The process of encoding data to prevent theft by ensuring the
data can only be accessed with a decryption key.

Firewall: A defensive technology designed to restrict access to networks.
Firewalls can be hardware or software-based.

Geographic Information System (GIS): A framework that allows for the

capture and analysis of spatial and geographic data. GIS applications (or GIS
apps) are computer-based tools that allow the user to create interactive

queries (user-created searches), store and edit spatial and non-spatial data,

analyze spatial information, and visually share the results of these operations
by presenting them as maps.

Innovation: Challenging the present to create new ideas and approaches to
problems in an effort to increase value and help others.

Instrumentation and Controls: The analysis, measurement, and control of

industrial process variables using process control instruments and software
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tools such as temperature, pressure, flow, and level sensors, analyzers,

electrical and mechanical actuators, Human-Machine Interfaces (HMI), Piping
and Instrumentation Diagram (P&ID) systems and automated control

systems.

Integration: The process of linking together different computing systems and

software applications physically or functionally, to act as a coordinated
whole.

Interface: A shared boundary across which two or more separate

components of a computer system exchange information. The exchange can

be between software, computer hardware, peripheral devices, humans, and
combinations of these. Some computer hardware devices, such as a

touchscreen, can both send and receive data through the interface, while

others such as a mouse or microphone may only provide an interface to send
data to a given system.

Internet of Things (IoT)/ Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT): The Internet of

things (IoT) describes the network of physical objects- “things”- that are

embedded with sensors, software, and other technologies for the purpose of

connecting and exchanging data with other devices and systems over the
Internet. The Industrial Internet of Things refers to interconnected sensors,

instruments, and other devices networked together with computers' industrial
applications for the monitoring and control of water and wastewater
equipment and facilities. This connectivity allows for data collection,

exchange, and analysis, potentially facilitating improvements in productivity
and efficiency as well as other economic benefits.
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IT Data Application Framework: An application framework that provides a
standard way to build and deploy applications within an IT environment.

IT Infrastructure: All of the hardware, software, networks, facilities, etc., that are
required to develop, test, deliver, monitor, control or support IT services. The

term IT infrastructure includes all of the Information Technology but not the
associated People, Processes and documentation.

IT Standards: Established formal requirements for uniform engineering or

technical criteria, methods, processes, and practices. Standards may pertain

to security, data transport, data format or structure, or the meanings of codes

or terms.

Information Technology Support: Support provided by experts in the area of
information technology in the areas of selection, implementation of digital
tools. This support may be provided by IT professionals in a centralized IT
group, IT experts within a business unit, consultants, or vendors.

Machine Learning: The use and study of computer algorithms that improve

automatically through experience. It is seen as a part of artificial intelligence.

Machine learning algorithms build a model based on sample data, known as

"training data", in order to make predictions or decisions without being
explicitly programmed to do so.

Mainframes: Computers used primarily by large organizations for critical

applications and bulk data processing. A mainframe computer is larger and
has more processing power than some other classes of computers, such as
minicomputers, servers, workstations, and personal computers. Most large-
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scale computer-system architectures were established in the 1960s, but they
continue to evolve. Mainframe computers are often used as servers.

Malware: An umbrella term that describes all forms of malicious software

designed to wreak havoc on a computer. Common forms include: viruses,
trojans, worms and ransomware.

Microsoft Teams: A proprietary business communication platform developed
by Microsoft, as part of the Microsoft 365 family of products. Teams offers
workspace chat and videoconferencing, file storage, and application

integration. Teams is replacing other Microsoft-operated business messaging
and collaboration platforms, including Skype for Business and Microsoft

Classroom. Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, Teams has become a

common platform for virtual meetings.

Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA): (MFA encompasses Two-factor

authentication or 2FA, along with similar terms) is an electronic

authentication method in which a computer user is granted access to a

website or application only after successfully presenting two or more pieces

of evidence (or factors) to an authentication mechanism: knowledge

(something only the user knows), possession (something only the user has),
and inherence (something only the user is). It protects the user from an

unknown person trying to access their data such as personal ID details or
financial assets.

Network Administrator: Person designated in an organization whose

responsibility includes maintaining computer infrastructures with an

emphasis on networking. Responsibilities may vary between organizations,
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but on-site servers, software-network interactions, as well as network

integrity/resilience are the key areas of focus.

One Water: An approach that views all water – drinking water, wastewater,
stormwater, greywater and more – as resources that must be managed

holistically and sustainably.

Phishing or Spear Phishing: A technique used by hackers to obtain sensitive
information. For example, using hand-crafted email messages designed to

trick people into divulging personal or confidential data such as passwords

and bank account information.

Ransomware: A form of malware that deliberately prevents accessing files on
your computer – holding your data hostage. It will typically encrypt files and

request that a ransom be paid in order to have them decrypted or recovered.
Some ransomware attacks include exfiltration and exposure of sensitive
information.

Real-Time Controls: Controls in a computing environment determining

requirements for receiving data, processing the data, and returning the

results sufficiently quickly to affect the environment at that time. Real-time
responses are often understood to be on the order of milliseconds, and

sometimes microseconds. A system specified as operating in real time must
guarantee a response within a typical or expected timeframe.

Resilience: The ability of a utility to adapt to or withstand the effects of a

negative event without interruption to the utility’s services, or if the service is
interrupted, to rapidly return to a normal operating condition.
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Robotics: An interdisciplinary research area at the interface of computer

science and engineering. Robotics involves design, construction, operation,

and use of robots. The goal of robotics is to design intelligent machines that

can help and assist humans. Robotics draws on the fields of information
engineering, computer engineering, mechanical engineering, electronic
engineering, Artificial Intelligence, and others.

Social Engineering: A technique used to manipulate and deceive people to

gain sensitive and private information. Scams based on social engineering
are built around how people think and act. So, once a hacker understands
what motivates a person’s actions, they can usually retrieve exactly what
they’re looking for – like financial data and password.

Smart Water: The collection and analysis of data to make or inform decisions
on operation of physical assets like pipes, pumps, reservoirs, and valves.
Subject Matter Expert (SME): A person who has deep expertise and is an

authority in a particular area or topic. The term is used when developing

materials about a topic (a book, an examination, a manual, a workflow etc.),
and expertise on the topic is needed by the personnel developing the

material. Technical communicators interview SMEs to extract information and

convert it into a form suitable for the audience. SMEs are often required to

sign off on the documents or training developed, checking it for technical
accuracy. The expertise of SME’s is also necessary for the development of
effective training materials.

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA): A control system

architecture comprising computers, networked data communications and

graphical user interfaces (GUI) for high-level process supervisory
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management, along with other peripheral devices like programmable logic

controllers (PLC) and discrete proportional-integral-derivative (PID)
controllers that interface with process plant or system machinery.

Technology: The application of science and engineering to create tools for
utilities to improve customer service.

Vendor Demos: Demonstrations of system functionality prepared and

delivered by software or digital tool vendors. Demos can involve generic or

customer-specific data and are commonly based on prepared scripts that
highlight how common functions are performed and help the customer
visualize the results generated.

Virus: A type of malware aimed to corrupt, erase or modify information on a

computer before spreading to others. However, in more recent years, viruses
like Stuxnet have caused physical damage.

Workflows: Consist of a planned and repeatable pattern of activity, enabled
by the systematic organization of resources into processes that transform

materials, provide services, or generate information. It can be depicted as a

sequence of operations, the work of a person or group, the work of an
organization of staff, or one or more simple or complex mechanisms.
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Business Technology Council (SFPUC)
Business Technology Council Charter
3/17/2017

The San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC) Business Technology
Council (BTC) was established in 2010 to direct and oversee the SFPUC’s
technology projects, initiatives, strategies and policies.

The BTC meets every other month and is chaired by the Deputy General

Manager. Its members include the SFPUC General Manager and Assistant

General Managers. BTC members and/or their representatives vote on issues
presented to the BTC based on information and data presented to them by
SFPUC’s IT Services and various business units.

The purpose of this Charter is to establish the principles that direct the
decisions of the BTC and provide clear guidance on the roles and
responsibilities of the BTC and its subcommittees.
BTC Governance
The BTC is charged with the following tasks on behalf of the SFPUC:
•

Approve the SFPUC’s IT strategy to ensure alignment with its business
strategies.

•

Approve new IT projects and programs by evaluating, among other
things, benefits to the SFPUC, potential risks, and cost.

•

Approve SFPUC’s IT project portfolio and adjust priorities by considering:
o Allocation of limited resources.
o Emerging projects.

o Budget constraints.

•

Approve major IT risks. Categories of risk include:
o Ensuring major systems uptime.
o Information Security.

o Systems Continuity of Operations.

•

Approve innovative technologies, including pilots applicable to SFPUC’s
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BTC Governance
The BTC is charged with the following tasks on behalf of the SFPUC:
•

Approve the SFPUC’s IT strategy to ensure alignment with its business
strategies.

•

Approve new IT projects and programs by evaluating, among other
things, benefits to the SFPUC, potential risks, and cost.

•

Approve SFPUC’s IT project portfolio and adjust priorities by considering:
o Allocation of limited resources.
o Emerging projects.

o Budget constraints.

•

Approve major IT risks. Categories of risk include:
o Ensuring major systems uptime.
o Information Security.

o Systems Continuity of Operations.

•

Approve innovative technologies, including pilots applicable to SFPUC’s
business operations.

•

Approve IT policies that affect SFPUC staff.

•

Periodic review of BTC effectiveness for continuous improvement.

Subcommittees
Recommendations are brought to the BTC by the following subcommittees:
•

Communication’s Working Group

•

IT Working Group

•

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) Working Group

•

Physical Security Working Group
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Depending on their nature, projects are generally presented by SFPUC

business staff, IT Services staff or both. The table below shows the structure
and purpose of each current Subcommittee.

SFPUC Business Technology Council (BTC)
Chair: Deputy General Manager
Members: General Manager, Assistant General Managers
Reviews and approves all SFPUC IT projects and technology directions.

Communications Working Group

IT Working Group

SCADA Working Group

Security Council

Chair: IT Director

Chair: IT Director

Chair: IT Director

Recommends strategic networking and
radio solutions for BTC’s review.

Coordinates and supports
decentralized IT efforts to ensure
transparency and ITS partnership.

Coordinates SCADA and Distributed
Control System strategy and major
projects with the goal of
standardization, uniformity, and to
understand and recommend exceptions.

Chair: Emergency Planning and
Security Director
Reviews industry <physical> security
standards, best practices, procedures
and protocols, develops levels of
service as well as discuss incident
reports

Agendas and Minutes
BTC meetings take place every other month for an average period of one

hour each. Agendas, presentations and any other supporting materials are
drafted and distributed for each meeting by the IT Director at least one

business day prior to the meeting date. Meeting minutes and actions items
are distributed to members by email and published on the ITS Currents
Intranet site.

Tools and resources available to the BTC
The following tools and resources, which can be found on the
Currents/Bureaus/Information Technology

(https://sfwps.sharepoint.com/sites/its), are available to the BTC:
•

Major project’s dashboard and detailed information about smaller
projects.

•

Budget breakdown specifically focusing on where staff and money are
earmarked.
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•

IT Services org chart, organized by staff and by function.

•

SFPUC IT strategy and goals, including ITS satisfaction survey results
and historical trending.

•

Description of IT applications available to SFPUC personnel.

•

Description of IT services and service levels.

•

Metrics including major system uptime, projects on-time/on-budget,
innovations investigated, and systems’ retired.

•

Information security program.

•

IT policies.

•

Project management program.

•

Information Security policies (securely available on S:/Business
Technology Council).

•

Continuity Of Operations Plan (securely available on S:/Business
Technology Council).
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Attachment VI
Sample Cybersecurity Questions

List of questions any utility may want to request from vendors that they are considering in
their procurement process RFI to determine if they go into an RFP and who should be solicited
for a response.

PLC Hardware Cybersecurity Questions
1.

Describe your secure development lifecycle.

2. Describe your response to identified vulnerabilities for your hardware.

3. What cybersecurity measures and controls are implemented in your
hardware?

4. Describe your supply chain security.

5. What physical security measures and controls are implemented in your
hardware?

6. Describe your high availability architecture.

SCADA/HMI Software Cybersecurity Questions
1.

Describe your secure development lifecycle.

2. Describe your response to identified vulnerabilities for your hardware.

3. What cybersecurity measures and controls are implemented in your software?

4. Describe your software build audit processes to verify integrity of all
components.

5. Describe security audit processes in place for any third party and/or open
source software components included in your product.

6. Describe your high availability architecture.

7. Describe how the architecture supports Store and Forward capabilities for a
distributed system.
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CyberSecurity Risk Questionnaire (San Jose Water)
It is critical that our company use technology solutions that protects our information,
comply with company information security policies, and ensure business continuity
and disaster recovery. This questionnaire is intended to gather specific details from
solution providers about their solutions that the company will use to evaluate the

potential use of those solutions.

Solution providers are required to provide responses to all items listed in the tables
below. In addition, solution providers are encouraged to provide supporting
documentation if available.

Section 1: Data Centers and Physical Security
Question
1.

Where is the primary and backup data center or
facility for your service?

2.

Does your company manage these data centers or
facilities, or do you contract with a third party? (If
contracted, please provide the name of the provider.)

3.

In the event of data loss, where is the backup data
stored (and encrypted?) and how is it effectively
restored?

4.

Does the data center have sufficient fire suppression,
backup electrical generation, alternate internet
connectivity, etc.?

5.

Please identify the physical security associated with
your data center.

Response
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Section 2: Information Security and Data Protection
Question
1.

Is the network that will be used by your company to process,
store, or transmit our company information segmented and
protected to ensure that access is restricted to only
authorized networks\systems?

2.

Is there data encryption in place to protect our company
information (both at rest and in transit)?

3.

What controls are in place to prevent that information from
being inappropriately transferred/stored?

4.

Please provide details of Anti-virus / anti-malware and other
security software used on your systems.

5.

What process do you have for patching systems?

6.

What 3rd Party / penetration testing do you perform?

7.

Will data be stored on mobile devices? If so, what security
is in place on those devices?

8.

What process is in place to ensure all significant changes to
systems are communicated to and approved by our
company?

9.

Does your company have a third party report on your data
center and processing controls? If so, please provide.

10.

Are there any major efforts currently underway or being
planned that will have a meaningful impact on your current
security position?

Response

Section 3: Access Control and Administration
Question
1.

Are there controls in place to ensure access to our company
information will be restricted to only authorized users?

2.

What access control logging is in place?

3.

What authentication process is in use (MFA / token /
password)?
What password controls are in place?

4.

How often are access levels reviewed and adjusted as
needed?

5.

Do you or will you share any of our company data with any
third party or is a third party involved in system
administration? If so, what protections are in place to ensure
the third party handling of that data is at least equivalent to
the security responses above?

Response
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Section 4: Human Resources
Question
1.

Is there a formal information security awareness program? If
so, please provide details of the program including whether
or not security training is required.

2.

Are there controls in place to ensure all persons handling
our company information undergo an appropriate level of
background checks? If so, please provide details of the
controls including those checks for administrators of
systems that process, store or transmit our company
information.

3.

How many of your employees or contractors will have
access to our company information?

4.

Will your employees or contractors be allowed access to our
company information via remote access? If so, please
provide information on how such access would be available
and what remote access controls are in place to ensure only
approved individuals have access and that data in transit is
protected (e.g. two-factor authentication, encryption).

Response

Section 5: Information Lifecycle Management
Question
1.

Does your solution or service give our company the ability to
analyze metadata through an analytics (“Analytics / BI”)
application supplied by you? Alternatively, could our
company use a third-party analytics tool to analyze
metadata of content stored in your solution or service? If so,
please describe.

2.

Are there technologies and processes in place to allow for
the search and electronic discovery of data should our
company have a business, legal, or regulatory need to do
so?

3.

Does your solution or service have systems and processes
to support a defensible method to identify, collect, and
preserve information in response to a request by the Client?
If yes, please describe.

4.

Does your solution or service have systems and processes
that support a defensible method of deleting or destroying
information that no longer needs to be retained? If yes,
please describe.

5.

Are there controls in place to ensure any approved disposal
of our company information renders the information
unrecoverable according to generally accepted industry
standards? (This applies, but is not limited to, information on
paper, magnetic media, and electronic media.) If so, please
provide details.

Response
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Section 6: Service Levels, Incident Response, and Disaster Recovery
Question
1.

Clarify the service level agreements (SLAs) for your solution
or service, including the following:

What uptime and performance SLAs do you offer?

Are there penalties in place when SLAs are
missed?

Do you offer 24-hour customer service?

What incident response time SLAs do you offer?

Are there penalties in place when SLAs are
missed?

2.

What is the typical provisioning time for new servers? What
are the scalability options? Can computing resources be
expanded and contracted automatically?

3.

Does your company have a formal incident response
process in place in the event of a data breach or other
information security event? If so, please provide details of
the process including the steps for responding to data
breaches and the steps for timely communication to our
company should relevant data be compromised.

4.

Describe at a high level, the disaster recovery and business
continuity controls for your solution and the information it
manages. In the event of catastrophic failure, or external
intrusion and data loss, what backup and recovery
procedures are in place? How quickly can operations be
restored if the main system goes down?

Response

Section 7: Service Termination
Question
1.

What’s involved for your customers who choose to
discontinue using your solution or service and move
to an alternative? Specifically:

How easy is it to remove our company data
from your service?

Do you have a defined process to return all
information managed by your solution to the
customer?

Do you have porting processes in place with
other providers?

What process is in place to ensure that if our
company terminates the service, all our
company data and backups are deleted?
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Section 8: Additional Comments
Please use this space to note any additional information you feel we should know

about how your company handles information security, etc.
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Section 9: Authority/Certification of Responses
The undersigned certifies that he/she has the authority and a reasonable basis to

certify the above responses on behalf of ______________________________

concerning privacy and information security as of the date below. In addition, the
undersigned certifies that if _________________________ makes any

changes to their processes which materially changes its practices expressed in the
above responses it will promptly notify our company.

Company Name:

___________________________

By:

___________________________

Print Name:

___________________________

Title:

___________________________

Date:

___________________________
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SFPUC 2020 Future of Technology and Work Survey
Technology
Approximately 85% of respondents are satisfied or very satisfied with ITS solutions,
service and support; 4% are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied, 11% are neutral and

1% indicated not applicable. Please note that we added the neutral option in this
survey, therefore we cannot compare the satisfaction results with previous ITS
surveys

Along with the satisfaction results, respondents provided constructive feedback

through comments. Each question included 100 – 400+ comments. Below is a highlevel summary.

The great majority of the survey respondents are telecommuting, and therefore

the responses reflected a need for improvements to support telecommuting. Many
respondents expressed frustrations with utilizing the Citrix MyApps solution. To
meet the SFPUC’s staff needs, ITS will:
•

Provide end-users with remote work strategies and training with proven tips &
tricks that will improve the overall remote experience. This will help users avoid
common pitfalls such as timeouts and device power management settings (i.e.,
sleep mode on tablets).

•

Refresh Tech Lending Library (TLL) consumer laptops, with high-performance
SFPUC Windows 10 standard laptops which run MS Office locally and expand our
current laptop deployment to staff who are currently telecommuting. This means
that staff will be able to run MS Office applications from a local PC and edit MS
Office documents offline or work with documents stored in the cloud without
having to connect to the SFPUC network.
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•

Move away from Home (H:) drives hosted on the SFPUC infrastructure to the use
of cloud-based storage (Microsoft OneDrive for Business). OneDrive is accessible
from the public Internet and does not require Citrix or a connection to the SFPUC
network.

•

Aggressively roll out Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI). VDI makes the remote
experience almost the same as working on-site within the SFPUC network and is
like a “remote desktop” experience. Your virtual workstation can be accessed from
anywhere and all of your applications, personalization, and settings travel with you.

•

Work to “externalize” as many of the SFPUC web-based applications as possible,
so that they are accessible securely via the public internet. This will give access to
these essential services without the need to connect to the SFPUC network.

Staff would like the IT Customer Service Center (aka Help Desk) to answer the phone
rather than go to voicemail
•

ITS will implement this change in May.

Staff do not want to come into the office to obtain software updates. ITS is:
•

Engineering an approach to managing mobile devices (laptops/tablets/iOS
devices) with a “zero touch” and “connectionless” architecture. The laptop
deployment referenced above will include this new management approach.

Staff desire more training on IT solutions. ITS will schedule training and/or develop
more online guides for the following systems:
•

SharePoint

•

TEAMS

•

Maximo

•

Outlook search
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BlueJeans is frequently praised and as well as criticized. To improve the user
experience:
•

BlueJeans will be integrated with MS Office.

•

Improve communication on the multiple applications available. BlueJeans and MS
Teams are both available and each meets different needs. BlueJeans is superior
for larger meetings, provides better audio quality, allows for 3rd parties and dialup connections, and interoperates with room videoconference systems. MS Teams
is very convenient for smaller meetings and it is integrated with Microsoft Office.
As application functions develop, changes in how each are operationalized may
be made.

•

Shorter term, when the BlueJeans maintenance is due, near the end of the current
calendar year, these solutions will be re-evaluated.

Staff are asking for eTime improvements: ITS will:
•

Investigate, then implement User Interface improvements and research the
feasibility of moving to a Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS), cloud and mobile
enabled timekeeping solution to replace eTime.

•

Explore potential to “externalize” eTime, so that it can be accessible securely via
the public internet
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Overall satisfaction with ITS solutions, services, and support

Very Satisfied

38.95%

Satisfied

45.76%

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied

11.16%

3.13%

1.00%

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
Not applicable

38.56%
45.30%
11.05%
3.09%
0.99%
0.99%

349
410
100
28
9
9
905

38.95%
45.76%
11.16%
3.13%
1.00%

349
410
100
28
9
896

Satisfaction levels for specific IT areas are located at the end of this
report in the Appendix.

Here are the common themes, extracted from the comments, along
with action items:

1) Most telecommuting staff access the SFPUC network via the
MyApps portal and run applications using Citrix. Many of the
comments detailed an assortment of usability issues with this
remote access solution and we are the following taking steps to
improve the overall end-user experience:
a. ITS is tuning various policy settings in Citrix to ensure that
applications do not timeout or are not interrupted by
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a.

b.

a.

b.

connectivity issues or device power management settings
(i.e. sleep mode on tablets). Additionally, ITS will provide
end-users with remote work strategies, tips and tricks, that
will improve the overall remote experience.
As priority, ITS is refreshing virtually all SFPUC desktops and
Tech Lending Library (TLL) consumer laptops, with highperformance SFPUC Windows 10 standard laptops which run
MS Office locally. This means that staff will be able to run MS
Office applications from a local PC (i.e. Outlook, Teams,
OneNote, SharePoint Online, etc.) and edit MS Office
documents offline or work with documents stored in the
cloud without having to connect to the SFPUC network.
Related to expanded deployment of laptops, ITS is moving
away from Home (H:) drives hosted on the SFPUC
infrastructure to the use of cloud-based storage (Microsoft
OneDrive for Business). OneDrive is accessible from the
public Internet and does not require a connection to the
SFPUC network. Note: our end users can be assured that all
data stored in the “cloud” is protected from loss or
corruption with the recently implemented cloud-based
backup solution.
ITS is aggressively rolling out Virtual Desktop Infrastructure
(VDI) for those staff that would benefit. VDI makes the
remote experience almost the same as working on-site
within the SFPUC network and is like a “remote desktop”
experience. A huge benefit with VDI is that your “desktop” is
accessible from anywhere and very little internet bandwidth
is needed.
Finally, ITS is working to “externalize” as many of the SFPUC
web-based applications as possible, so that they are
accessible securely via the public internet. Some examples
of web apps that are candidates to be made available via
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the internet are: eTime, GIS, Vacation & Leave Request Workflow,
Provision Assistant, and later, ITS Procurement Workflow. This will
give SFPUC staff access to these essential services without the
need to connect to the SFPUC network.
2) ITS received quite a few comments about the requirement to
come into the office and connect to the SFPUC network in order to
get software updates on laptops. This has proven impossible
given our current circumstances or at the very least extremely
inconvenient. TheITAPP team is in the process of engineering a
new approach to managing mobile devices (laptops/tablets/iOS
devices) with a “zero touch” and “connectionless” architecture.
The laptop deployment referenced above will include this new
management approach.
3) Several of our survey respondents indicated that having a
personal printer at their remote work location would be helpful
and would improve productivity. There are considerable

challenges associated with an organization providing personal

printers for home use, not the least of which is difficulty managing
consumables (paper, toner/ink), but also around maintenance.

Action: Although we cannot include printers with the standard TLL
offering, if staff feel they have a legitimate need for an SFPUC
provided printer, please call the IT Service Desk for them to

suggest possible alternatives. If a printer is the only solution,

please write a justification for your manager/supervisor to obtain
approval, then contact the ITS Service Desk.

4) Many staff asked why MS Office is not loaded locally on the TLL

consumer laptops. Explanation and action: Because these devices
are un-managed, they were deployed for very specific use: to

access the MyApps portal, run remote applications in the Citrix
Workspace, access public web sites, and attend BlueJeans

meetings. In short, the TLL laptops were a stopgap measure in
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response to the shelter-in-place order. This approach limits

storage of SFPUC data on these “disposable” devices and

reduces the cybersecurity risk typically associated with laptops

being used daily to access the SFPUC network. The laptop refresh
program described above will resolve this issue.

5) Quite a few staff commented that they would like to have IT

Customer Service Center (ITCSC aka Help Desk) staff answer the

phone in person (vs. using the ServiceNow Service Portal or having
to leave a voice message). Explanation and action: Limitations of
the current SFPUC phone system and restrictions on the number
of agents allowed on-site simultaneously dictated that ITS take

this approach when the shelter-in-place was put into effect. ITS is
currently implementing a cloud-based call center solution

specifically for the ITCSC which will allow those staff to register to
call queues and hunt groups remotely or even from their mobile
device. With this solution in place we will be able to field calls
“live” and revert to our old process.

Action: ITS will implement this solution in May.

6) Many respondents commented that they felt that the SFPUC’s ITS
group is too conservative in terms of cybersecurity, and there is

too much security and too many controls in place. Explanation:
Unfortunately, the SFPUC and City’s collective reality is that

cybersecurity protections are more likely to increase rather than

decrease. What is important to understand is that the risks

continue to grow daily! ITS will continue to strive to minimize the

burden on the end-user but need to remain vigilant against a

continually evolving threat. ITS is evaluating several technologies
referred to as “password less authentication” which would
dramatically simplify the end-user experience.

7) A common theme among the survey responses was a “disjointed”
user experience, especially when clicking on links/URLs and having
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those links open in different web browsers. This is largely a result of
the various “modes” that users find themselves working in – either

working via Citrix, working in a local web browser on a personal PC,
or accessing publicly available web sites. The overarching theme
is that ITS needs to strive to deliver a more consistent user
experience, regardless of where or in what mode a user is

consuming an SFPUC service. Action: Investigate the use of MS
Teams as a universal User Interface or work “hub” for

collaboration and consumption of cloud services and accessing
SFPUC services and solutions? Microsoft Viva is a solution stack
recently released which focuses on a rich and consistent

“employee experience platform” and it leverages MS Teams as
the core solution to deliver this service.

8) BlueJeans is frequently praised and as well as criticized. The

application receives high ratings from after-meeting surveys (94%

rate the BlueJeans meetings as good or great), but end-users do

not like that BlueJeans is not integrated with Outlook. Zoom is

often touted as a better solution, or people prefer Zoom because
they are familiar with it and use it for training. It should be noted

that Zoom was evaluated well before the pandemic and was not
selected because of some serious security flaws, had poorer

audio/video quality, and lacked enterprise management tools.

Many people are not aware some of the advanced features and
capabilities of BlueJeans and there is confusion as to why we
have both MS Teams and BlueJeans.

Information and actions: BlueJeans will be integrated with MS

Office – ITS is currently working with the BlueJeans technical team
to resolve issues with the BlueJeans plug-in. We have both

BlueJeans and MS Teams because BlueJeans is superior for
larger meetings, provides better audio quality, allows for 3rd

parties and dial-up connections, interoperates with room
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videoconference systems, and is better when higher-end features
and/or video optimization are needed. MS Teams is very

convenient for smaller internal meetings and is integrated with

Microsoft Office. We expect Teams features to continue to

advance and may allow ITS to eventually retire BlueJeans.

Shorter-term, when the BlueJeans maintenance is due, near the
end of the current calendar year, these solutions will be re-

evaluated. ITS recognizes that videoconferencing is a critical

solution for the SFPUC given the current circumstances and will
always choose the solution that best meets the needs of the
agency and provides the best end-user experience.

9) Staff want fewer passwords. There is a clear desire for more

single-sign-on (SSO) and federated applications that do not
require a login or password once the user has already

authenticated once during the initial startup/connection. Ideally, a

given user would only be challenged once at the start of the

workday for credentials and after successful authentication would
be able to access any and all resources without being prompted
again.

Actions and discussion: ITS has been systematically reducing the
need for having separate passwords for apps and aspire to

implement SSO for all SFPUC services and applications. ITS will
make it a priority to step-up the deployment of SSO to those
applications that still require manual authentication. See

discussion above about “password less authentication” and the
concept of a “hub” app where all SFPUC services are delivered
from a consistent interface.

10) Some comments indicated that SFPUC staff may not be aware of
the services and solutions that are available from ITS and their
capabilities. Many organizations implement something
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known as a Service Catalog and it is best if that service catalog is
associated with a centralized service center.

Action: A robust service catalog implemented in ServiceNow that
is integrated with the Service Portal would inform users of what
solutions and capabilities are available and guide them to

resources at the time of their request. This is the right way to

implement a service catalog that provides value, is current, and is
regularly accessed by the end-users.

11) Staff are not aware of the full list of MS Teams capabilities and
limitations when it comes to interacting in and outside of the
SFPUC. Staff want chat and other features of Teams to be

extended to organizations and agencies outside of the SFPUC.
Actions and information: Key Teams features include - Direct

Chat within the SFPUC, Web Meetings, Collaboration, Live Events,

integration with Microsoft Office 365 apps and limited telephony.

Currently, the SFPUC does have the capability of conducting chat

with other CCSF employees. ITS is also in the process of

identifying key partners and 3rd party organizations who have

also adopted Teams so that ITS can expose the features of with
these organizations. ITS is currently working on a long-term

project to use the Internet for all telephony with Teams as the

Unified Communications Client or optionally, a mobile device or
handset.

12) Many staff struggle with Outlook search. Action: The ITS Technical
Operations team has created documentation detailing Outlook
search tips. This will be distributed to all users and will be made
available on the Service Portal knowledge base.
13)A few comments were made about the timekeeping application,
eTime. Top themes for eTime in the survey were:
o Clunky and un-friendly User Interface (UI).
o End users do not like having to access eTime through Citrix.
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o The large number of charge codes in eTime make data entry
confusing and difficult.
o Users would like to see eTime integrated with the Leaves
Workflow.
o Staff also would like to be able to access eTime from their
mobile devices.
Action Items: ITS will work with Payroll, Accounting, Infrastructure &
Operating Divisions on data captured and interfaces within eTime
on the following:
o Make eTime Internet facing including added cybersecurity
(Multi-factor Authentication (MFA).
o The eTime team is reviewing the UI of Commercial off the
Shelf Software (COTS) timekeeping software to see what UI
elements would be beneficial to adopt.
The following are longer term action items:
o The eTime UI is extremely busy and cluttered, mostly with
charge codes (COA, Incident, etc.). Perhaps we can lessen
the burden of end-users having to provide this information
when they enter their time, hence simplifying the eTime UI.
o Implementing other UI improvements.
o Researching the integrating the Leaves Workflow with eTime.
o Researching the feasibility of mobile enabling eTime.
o Lastly, researching the feasibility of moving to a
commercially available, cloud and mobile enabled
timekeeping solution.
14) Many survey respondents provided comments about our

Enterprise Asset Management platform, Maximo. The top themes

are:

o Many casual users of Maximo would like more training.
o Issues with the interface with Peoplesoft (Requisition vs.
Purchase Order (PO)).
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Here are the actions that the Maximo team has signed up for:
o More regular training to Divisions (i.e., Maximo 101 & 102, and
Purchasing).
o ITS will work with Controller’s Office to develop a
Maximo/Peoplesoft direct PO interface. This will replace the
current requisition interface that require end-users to go
back-and-forth between both applications to get a PO
issued. The development is scheduled to start in March and
hope to implement this by August.
o Maximo upgrade to 7.6.1.2 will be starting later this fiscal
15)
year and expect the upgrade to be complete by February
2022.
15) The SFPUC’s use of SharePoint has become more and more
prevalent and the adoption rate throughout the agency is

increasing. The top 5 themes for SharePoint in the survey were:

o It is hard to find/search for content in SharePoint (search
doesn’t work consistently, too many clicks.)

o Many staff wanted to see more training on SharePoint.
o A few people commented on the performance of
SharePoint

– mainly the poor performance when uploading files.
o Many see SharePoint as an alternative to the use of network
drives (S:, P:, etc.) and stated a preference for the old share

drives instead of using SharePoint.

o Staff would like SharePoint opened to other City

Departments.
Here are the action items from the SharePoint team:
o ITS recently resolved some search issues that were
outstanding for quite some time. In addition, accelerating
the migration of on-premises SharePoint to SharePoint
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o

o

o

16)

o

Online (cloud version) will provide for a more consistent
search and search result experience.
ITS will provide more education for SharePoint, which include
more in-person and online training. The SharePoint team is
looking at digital adoption platform tools (i.e., WalkMe,
Whatfix, etc.) to help provide in-context guidance and
training within SharePoint.
ITS expects more stable search functions and that
additional training on using search will help transition those
that prefer usage of shared drives over SharePoint.
On the topic of training, guides for workflows will be created
by May.
ITS has implemented additional analytics on our SharePoint
navigation menu the provides stats on utilization of menu
items, to identify items to be elevated for ease of access.

16) The top 3 themes for Currents Intranet in the survey responses
were:
o Search and finding items on Currents is difficult.
o Currents relies heavily on Quick links and Navigation menus
to traverse the site – this needs to be made more
convenient and user friendly.

o On a positive note: Many staff like Currents for news and

agency info; how Currents keeps people informed.
Action items:
o Currents will benefit from the SharePoint work (see 16 above
for more details – search, platform tools. Identifying highly
utilized items).
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Appendix – specific satisfaction ratings
ITS is my “go-to partner” when I am faced with a business need that involves Technology

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly Disagree
Not Applicable

33.26%
42.43%
17.13%
3.09%
1.44%
2.65%

301
384
155
28
13
24
905

34.17%
43.59%
17.59%
3.18%
1.48%

301
384
155
28
13
881
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Ability of ITS to provide innovative solutions to business problems

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not Applicable

24.53%
42.98%
22.65%
3.87%
1.33%
4.64%

222
389
205
35
12
42
905

25.72%
45.08%
23.75%
4.06%
1.39%

222
389
205
35
12
863
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Responsiveness of ITS, both in providing daily support and implementing solutions

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not Applicable

39.45%
44.86%
11.27%
2.98%
0.44%
0.99%

357
406
102
27
4
9
905

39.84%
45.31%
11.38%
3.01%
0.45%

357
406
102
27
4
896
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Technical Expertise of the ITS staff located at 525 Golden Gate

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not Applicable

38.23%
41.44%
11.49%
0.55%
0.44%
7.85%

346
375
104
5
4
71
905

41.49%
44.96%
12.47%
0.60%
0.48%

346
375
104
5
4
834
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Level of professionalism and respect in ITS staff located at 525 Golden Gate interacting with you

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not Applicable

51.22%
33.30%
7.63%
0.33%
0.33%
7.19%

463
301
69
3
3
65
904

55.18%
35.88%
8.22%
0.36%
0.36%

463
301
69
3
3
839
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Technical Expertise of the ITS staff located outside of 525 Golden Gate

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not Applicable

30.61%
33.26%
10.06%
1.77%
0.11%
24.20%

277
301
91
16
1
219
905

40.38%
43.88%
13.27%
2.33%
0.15%

277
301
91
16
1
686
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Level of professionalism and respect in ITS staff located outside 525 Golden Gate interacting with you

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not Applicable

36.02%
30.28%
8.73%
1.33%
0.11%
23.54%

326
274
79
12
1
213
905

47.11%
39.60%
11.42%
1.73%
0.14%

326
274
79
12
1
692
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SFPUC network reliability and performance

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not Applicable

20.44%
54.59%
16.91%
5.64%
1.88%
0.55%

185
494
153
51
17
5
905

20.56%
54.89%
17.00%
5.67%
1.89%

185
494
153
51
17
900
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Remote access capabilities to the SFPUC network and services (Citrix and Multi-factor authentication (MFA))

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not Applicable

20.11%
45.97%
18.78%
8.07%
1.99%
5.08%

182
416
170
73
18
46
905

21.19%
48.43%
19.79%
8.50%
2.10%

182
416
170
73
18
859
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Your experience with Microsoft TEAMS

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not Applicable

15.69%
33.70%
29.61%
4.86%
1.55%
14.59%

142
305
268
44
14
132
905

18.37%
39.46%
34.67%
5.69%
1.81%

142
305
268
44
14
773
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Your experience with BlueJeans

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not Applicable

22.65%
47.96%
20.33%
4.86%
1.44%
2.76%

205
434
184
44
13
25
905

23.30%
49.32%
20.91%
5.00%
1.48%

205
434
184
44
13
880
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Your experience with Microsoft Outlook and Email

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not Applicable

33.81%
54.14%
8.84%
2.21%
0.88%
0.11%

306
490
80
20
8
1
905

33.85%
54.20%
8.85%
2.21%
0.88%

306
490
80
20
8
904
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Your experience using eTime for time entry

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not Applicable

28.18%
44.75%
15.03%
5.30%
3.31%
3.43%

255
405
136
48
30
31
905

29.18%
46.34%
15.56%
5.49%
3.43%

255
405
136
48
30
874
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Your experience using Maximo and Maximo Mobile

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not Applicable

7.40%
17.57%
14.59%
2.10%
1.44%
56.91%

67
159
132
19
13
515
905

17.18%
40.77%
33.85%
4.87%
3.33%

67
159
132
19
13
390
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Your experience using SharePoint and SharePoint Online

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not Applicable

10.94%
36.57%
28.95%
8.18%
2.10%
13.26%

99
331
262
74
19
120
905

12.61%
42.17%
33.38%
9.43%
2.42%

99
331
262
74
19
785
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Your experience using Currents

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not Applicable

15.80%
49.94%
27.96%
2.98%
0.66%
2.65%

143
452
253
27
6
24
905

16.23%
51.31%
28.72%
3.06%
0.68%

143
452
253
27
6
881
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Your experience using Provision Assistant

Very Satisfied

Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied
Not Applicable

10.94%
29.61%
20.33%
3.65%
0.55%
34.92%

99
268
184
33
5
316
905

16.81%
45.50%
31.24%
5.60%
0.85%

99
268
184
33
5
589

If you have questions or further comments, please contact Ken Salmon
at ksalmon@sfwater.org or (610) 842-7541. We will send an update to

this email providing an update on progress with all the various action
items in 6 months.
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ATTACHMENT IX

Possible Next Steps

Possible
Next
Steps
The Idea
Box
The Idea Box
Background

BAYWORK’s White Paper Project Background
on The Digital Worker was created in response

to a request from participants at a Utility Management Conference workshop
BAYWORK’s White Paper Project on The Digital Worker was created in response
on the Digital Worker (held in February of 2020) for guidance in areas where
to a request from participants at a Utility Management Conference workshop
workforce issues are critical in effective use of digital tools:
on the Digital Worker (held in February of 2020) for guidance in areas where
• Selection
digital
tools;
workforce
issuesofare
critical
in effective use of digital tools:
• Organizational culture;
• Selection of digital tools;
• Coordination with existing workflows and systems;
• Organizational culture;
• Human resource issues;
• Coordination with existing workflows and systems;
• Information technology support;
• Human resource issues;
• Initial and ongoing staff training;
• Information technology support;
• Developing qualified candidates for digital jobs; and
• Initial and ongoing staff training;
• Artificial intelligence.
• Developing qualified candidates for digital jobs; and
In response,
BAYWORK
recruited a national Advisory Group containing
• Artificial
intelligence.

representatives from water/wastewater utilities, water/wastewater
In response, BAYWORK recruited a national Advisory Group containing
professional associations, non-profit organizations, and consultants to create
representatives from water/wastewater utilities, water/wastewater
a report on both challenges and lessons learned in the areas that the
professional associations, non-profit organizations, and consultants to create
workshop participants had identified. Advisory Group members were invited
a report on both challenges and lessons learned in the areas that the
to complete Input Forms and participate in group meetings to discuss their
workshop participants had identified. Advisory Group members were invited
ideas and experiences. Their thoughtful, well-informed contributions are
to complete Input Forms and participate in group meetings to discuss their
reflected in The Digital Worker: Using Digital Tools to Deliver Water Services.
ideas and experiences. Their thoughtful, well-informed contributions are
Advisory Group
also provided
recommendations
onWater
how the
White
reflected
in The members
Digital Worker:
Using Digital
Tools to Deliver
Services.
Paper could be expanded and shaped to be more useful to utilities. Both a
Advisory Group members also provided recommendations on how the White
section on Cybersecurity and a Glossary of Terms were added to the report at
Paper could be expanded and shaped to be more useful to utilities. Both a
the request of the Advisory Group.
section on Cybersecurity and a Glossary of Terms were added to the report at
the request of the Advisory Group.
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Because the quality of the input from Advisory Group members was so high,

participants recognized an opportunity to go beyond the original scope of the

White Paper by documenting Advisory Group suggestions for future research
and activities that might be undertaken by individual organizations, regional
collaborations, or national associations and workgroups. Advisory Group

members were invited to participate in two group sessions to discuss Possible
Next Steps. This did not include a research survey of all efforts currently in

motion or planned. The scope of the effort was to collect and document the
wide array of suggestions for future action offered by Advisory Group
members.

Suggestions were not prioritized, and the Advisory Group did not provide

recommendations on which specific organizations should implement specific
suggestions. In some cases, organizations were cited as examples of the type

of organization that might support the work. The objective was not to create

a Strategic Plan (which would include recommended steps for

implementation) or research report. The objective was to create an Idea Box
that could serve as a resource for many different groups at different levels
and in different regions.

Effective use of digital tools is a major challenge and responsibility of the
water industry. BAYWORK hopes that the Idea Box will contribute to the
quality of the attention and effort that we bring to this task.
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Suggestions Contributed by White Paper Advisory Group

Water/Wastewater Utility Collaboration

1. Investigate creation of utility associations at the regional or national
level to share information about workforce issues associated with
selection, implementation, and effective use of digital tools. This

group could include representatives from the many components of
water organizations which must collaborate within water

organizations to use digital tools well—Information Technology staff,
operations staff, management staff, and Human Resources staff.
This collaboration could include features such as the following:
•

Periodic meetings to share information about workforce issues
that affect use of digital tools:

•

On-site visits to learn about utilities’ use of digital tools,

including their lessons learned in relation to workforce issues;
•

An on-line forum that would allow members to share

experiences and direct questions to the group at large, to

obtain consultation from peers (modeled on peer support

provided by the Water/Wastewater CIO Forum between its
annual meetings);

•

The ability to direct questions to and share information with
the Water/Wastewater CIO Forum, which is composed of
Information Technology professionals who work for
water/wastewater utilities;

•

Creation of utility collaborations in relation to digital tools

where data-sharing could be beneficial to all (e.g., collection

and sharing of data from inspection of wastewater collection
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pipelines, to provide more data for AI analysis of causes and
effects);
•

Developing recommendations for research and training

programs to be sponsored by national water/wastewater

professional associations and government entities to support
utilities in their use of digital tools (e.g., training products

customized to help prepare candidates to use the digital tools
required for performance of mission-critical trades jobs, or to

help individuals in those jobs learn to use digital tools required
for performance of the work);

•

Exploration of possibilities for collaboration among utilities in
developing digitally qualified candidates for mission-critical
jobs, recruiting digitally-qualified candidates for IT and

mission-critical jobs in operations, and training current
employees to use digital tools effectively; and

•

Data housing for all members, so that analytics could be run
on a giant data set.

2. Use existing regional water/wastewater utility workforce

collaborations (such as BAYWORK) to build programs to support

effective utility use of digital tools (e.g., through webinars, workshops,
Workshops on Wheels, and the BAYWORK Training Buffet, and
publications.)

3. Work with existing national water/wastewater utility workforce

collaborations such as the WEF WISE (Water Intrapeneurhip for
Strategic Enterprises) Program to build programs to support
effective use of digital tools by water/wastewater utilities.
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Selection of Digital Tools

1. Develop a Preparedness Checklist/ How To Guide for utilities to use prior
to selection of digital tools, to make sure they are prepared to select
appropriate digital tools for their organization. The checklist would
address key success factors, such as the following:

a. Does the organization have a clear understanding of the problems
staff are trying to solve, and why the problems can’t be addressed

using existing manual and/or digital tools?

b. Has the organization analyzed how workflows or work groups that (1)
feed data into a process, (2) perform a process, or (3) are

downstream of a process will be affected by any new digital tool

under consideration?

c. Are different components of the organization (e.g., management,
operations, IT, and HR) prepared to participate in defining needs,

assessing tools, and analyzing the workforce implications (e.g., new
job categories or skills needed) of tools under consideration?
d. Does the organization have a process defined for analyzing

cybersecurity risks associated with tools? Does the organization have
sufficient internal resources in-house to perform a thorough review
of cybersecurity risks?

e. Does the organization have a plan for analyzing the skills that will be

required for successful implementation of various digital tools under

consideration, and the ability to build and implement an initial and
ongoing training program that will address staff training needs?
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f. Is the organization prepared to provide sufficient staff time and

knowledge management and staff training resources for successful
testing, implementation, and utilization of the tool?

g. Has the organization made a commitment to modify job categories
and/or add new job categories to fully implement any digital tool
selected?

h. Have performance measures been established to reflect the

objectives that need to be met with the support of the new digital

tool?
i.

Has the organization identified the decisions that the utility needs to
make that could be made more reliably with the support of
additional or better data? Has the utility defined the data it wants to
collect, how will it be analyzed and displayed, and how will it be used
to support decision-making?
Creation of such a Preparedness Checklist/How To Guide might be
done at the national level (e.g., in the WEF’s Manual of Practice #33Information Technology in Water and Wastewater Utilities, which
includes a section on selecting digital tools). The self-assessment
tool associated with the Effective Utility Management Program could
be investigated as a possible model for utility self-evaluation. The
Water Research Foundation has also published content relating to
pre-project self-assessments by utilities that could serve as a useful
reference in developing a self-assessment tool focused on workforce
issues. A state-level professional organization (e.g., CWEA, which
has a technology innovation work area) might contribute to creation
of an on-line resource related to selection methodology.

2. Dissemination of the Preparedness Checklist/How to Guide:
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2. Utilities could make more use of tools that have been developed for
measuring organizational culture, instituting changes, and

measuring progress (e.g., Human Synergistics and Energage). The

needs assessment should include use of a standardized process for
evaluating organizational culture that includes the use of both
surveys and focus groups.

3. Workshop, webinar, or publication on the impact of organizational
culture on effective selection and implementation of digital tools

This workshop would include a discussion of what organizational

culture is and how it impacts a utility’s ability to select and

implement digital tools effectively, as well as lessons learned.

Presenters would include IT and operations staff from utilities, as

well as consultants who have supported utilities in selection and
implementation processes. The workshop would include
consideration of issues of racial and gender equity.

4. Assess the organizational culture impacts of the covid pandemic

(e.g., increased work from home, the limitations on team-building
activities) on utility use of digital tools

A national water/wastewater conference could include a workshop
on the organizational culture impacts of the pandemic—not only
temporary effects, but changes that may be long-lasting or

permanent (e.g., the impact of increased work from home on system
integration and cybersecurity requirements). Examples of utility

practice changes resulting from the pandemic include the following:
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• Service requests being made on-line rather than over the
telephone;
• More utilities implementing Supervisor Control and Data
Acquisition Systems to monitor and control treatment
operations;
• Putting more sensors in the field, resulting in a need for less
water and wastewater treatment operators and more
instrument technicians;
• Operational changes that may be made without
communicating the reason for the change to staff;
• Loss of traditional team-building opportunities (e.g., going to
lunch together); and
• The need to use existing digital systems on a remote basis.

One aspect of the workshop would be to look for ways to handle

important functions (e.g., team-building) in changed conditions

(such as working remotely). This would involve actively looking for
ways to use new technology to keep people connected. The

workshop should include consideration of the particular challenges
faced by utilities that are under-funded, rural, or small, with limited

access to technical resources, and the social/economic impacts on
their employees.

Coordination with Existing Workflows and Systems

1. Workshop, webinar, and/or article providing guidance on how utilities

can map out workflows and systems that will be impacted or replaced
by a new system (or type of system) that is under consideration (The
products of a current research project of the Water Research

Foundation on Smart Utilities could be used to support training in this
area.)
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Whether this is a conference workshop, a webinar, or an article,

contributors should include water utility IT and operations staff, as well
as consultants with specific experience in helping utilities perform this
type of workflow and processing mapping. (It was suggested that

participants should not include individuals who are marketing any

specific software or hardware products.)

Human Resource Issues

1. Conduct research on the pay levels in the water industry for IT

professionals and skilled trades workers with digital skills, relative to the
salaries offered by other industries for digitally skilled workers in the
same job categories. Analysis of pay levels should be done on a
regional basis.

2. Create a database of jobs and job descriptions that include

requirements for the digital skills needed to perform the work in today’s
environment.

3. Develop a strategic plan for communicating with HR professionals in
the water industry about the need to modify job categories, job

classifications, recruitment processes, and union agreements to reflect
both new job categories that will be required and the digital skills

needed for competent performance of work performed in existing job

categories. Many current job descriptions do not describe the work that
the employees are doing; these should be brought into alignment.
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4. Individual utilities should do compensation and class studies. After

collecting positions descriptions at the utility level, utilities can take the

information and compare it with information at the regional national
level. Consulting support may be needed.

5. Utilities should build recruitment strategies that reflect the non-

monetary benefits offered by jobs in the water industry, since utility

salaries are often not financially competitive with private employers.
Jobs in water utilities often include job security, pensions and health

benefits, work/life balance, an opportunity to make a contribution to

society, and a good place to work. These attributes should become

part of the recruitment package of utilities for both IT jobs and other
jobs that require digital skills. Use the stories of actual employees to

build recruitment messages. Utilities can create a desirable work

experience and opportunities for employees and build their recruitment
around the experiences and opportunities they are offering.

6. Produce workshops, webinars, and/or publications on the topic of HR

support required for effective utility implementation of digital tools to be

provided at both water/wastewater utility conferences and conferences
for HR professionals.

Since many HR professionals who work for utilities attend HR-specific
professional conferences and conferences focused on staff training
rather than AWWA, WEF, or UMC conferences, water professionals

should consider making presentations at HR conferences or writing
articles for HR journals, in addition to preparing HR-related

presentations for water industry conferences. (HR staff who are active in
Utility Management Conferences may have suggestions about where
HR leaders meet and the publications they read.)
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7. Document types of union agreements that restrict the ability of utilities
to require employees to use digital tools, and strategies for HR staff to
use in addressing these restrictions in union negotiations. Develop

model language for addressing this issue in union agreements.

8. Recruitment efforts should include participation in job fairs for other

industries (e.g., oil and gas and technology), as the water industry needs

some of the same skills as these industries.

9. Utilities should consider whether their job titles match the job categories
used by private industry; if people don’t recognize a job title, it may be
harder to get the right applicants to apply. A utility might make their

external titles conform to the private sector, even though the titles use
internally remain the same.

10. Utilities should consider whether the job qualifications they are asking

for are really the knowledge and skills they need. For example, a college

education may be less important than specific knowledge and skills.
Utilities should consider modifying job requirements to define

experience that may be equivalent to education or certifications (e.g., a
four-year and certification might be considered equivalent to six or
more years of relevant work experience.)
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Information Technology Support
1. Conduct research on different models for providing information

technology support for water utility functions that would provide
insights on topics such as the following:

a. Skillsets required (e.g., technical understanding of digital products,
ability to understand the relationship of the tools to the functional
responsibilities of operating divisions, communication skills, and
ability to teach)

b. Examples of IT job descriptions, experience and skill requirements,

and salary levels of IT professionals providing IT support to utilities.

c. Requirements for ongoing staff training of IT professionals (e.g., in
cybersecurity)

d. Internal governance procedures relating to selection and
procurement of new digital tools

e. Impact of different organizational models on IT Support (e.g.,

provision of IT support at a municipal rather than a utility level)

f. Workable options for acquiring needed IT support from external

sources when internal IT support is insufficient to meet operational
needs

2. Create a reference manual of describing different categories of IT

professionals employed by water utilities, the qualifications and skills

needed to perform these jobs, and sample salaries for performing the

work. This would help utilities expand their IT expertise by creating new
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job categories, modifying the qualifications and skills required for their
current job categories, or realizing that they may need external help in

order to provide adequate IT support for use of digital tools.

3. Provide information on the different types of IT knowledge and skills

required for effective use of different kinds of systems. The knowledge
and skills needed for support of generic business systems is different
from the skills needed for support and maintenance of operational
systems.

4. Develop guidance on support that is feasible to provide through inhouse staffing, versus areas where highly specialized knowledge is

required, and out-sourcing is a more realistic choice for most utilities.

5. Research could be done on the support that IT staff need from
operations, HR, and communications staff to be successful in
implementing and supporting digital tools.

6. Produce workshops, webinars, and/or publications on how IT staff and
operational staff can work together more effectively in selection and
implementation of digital tools
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Staff Training
1. Research staff training approaches used by utilities to provide effective
staff training related to use of digital tools:

a. Processes for assessing the gap between current staff knowledge

and skills and what staff will need to know in order to effectively use
digital tools under consideration;

b. Impact of out-of-date job categories, job descriptions, or union

agreements on the ability of utilities to require staff to learn the new
skills required

c. Impact of organizational culture on the organization’s willingness to
invest in staff training, and the willingness of staff to learn;

d. Utility use of new training tools (e.g., on-line training with graded

responses and performance requirements; process simulations; and
digital twins)

e. Utility approaches to initial training and long-term support (e.g.,
mentoring and easy on-line access to training materials)

2. Workshop, webinars and publications on staff training related to use of

digital tools (ideally reflecting information gained from research on this
topic)

3. Competency analysis of mission-critical jobs in the water industry (e.g.,
water treatment operators, wastewater treatment operators,

wastewater collections staff, water distribution operators, electricians,
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electronic maintenance technicians/ instrument technicians,

machinists, and engineers) to identify the type of digital tools they will

need to be able to use in order to do their work effectively; modification

of job-specific competency models to reflect the digital skills.

4. We need to learn from what other industries and tech firms are doing in
staff training. We could investigate the training models and tools being
developed by training specialists (e.g, ATD, the Association for Talent

Developers), and the training tools being used by other industries (e.g.,

oil and gas and aerospace) to prepare current staff to use new digital

tools.

5. Development of training tools at the state or national level that could
help current employees acquire the knowledge and skills needed for

them to make effective use of the digital tools associated with their
work (e.g., SCADA systems for water and wastewater treatment
operators).

6. Assess whether the utility’s size makes it feasible to train or hire staff to
handle advanced tasks (e.g., coding and developing in-house tools
relating to analytics, automation, and dashboards). However, in the

case of some skills needed to make full use of digital tools, small utilities

may require external support. Where skills are missing internally,

realistic decisions are needed on whether to provide in-house training
or acquire external support. In some cases, it may be feasible for this
type of support to be provided by regional workforce consortiums or

large wholesale water utilities that can provide support on a consulting
basis.
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7. We need to invest in dissemination of training practices that are being

used by the utilities that are most advanced in this area. (Metropolitan
Water District was cited as an example.) Regional collaborative efforts
(e.g., BAYWORK) could be one venue for dissemination of information
on more advanced training practices.

8. Community colleges may be able to develop some training tools that
would be useful for current utility employees as well as students.

9. The information in the BAYWORK Digital Worker White Paper might be
used as the basis for an e-learning tool for utility managers, with
support from an American Water Works Association Technical
Education Council grant.

10. Consideration should be given to creating tools for digital learning that
include elements of play, novelty, and competition. Some of the

attributes of video games could be brought into the development of
training products to increase employee engagement.

Candidate Development

1. An analysis should be conducted of the digital competencies now

required for employees in mission-critical jobs (e.g., water treatment
operator, wastewater treatment operator, wastewater collections
operator, water distribution operator, electrician, electronic

maintenance technician/instrument technician, machinist, or engineer)
to perform their work effectively. Based on these findings, the water
industry should work with academic institutions (including high

schools), trade organizations, and other partners to promote awareness
of the digital tools (hardware, software, and sensors) and processes
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(e.g., monitoring and analysis of data) that utilities use to upgrade the
effectiveness and efficiency of their services. This should include

informing educational partners of the types of software systems that
are commonly used for different functions (e.g., asset

management/work order systems to record the maintenance work

performed by plumbers, and geographic information systems to store

information on facilities). This should also include an assessment of the

digital skills training currently offered in the region’s high schools,

community colleges, unions, and other training organizations that are

preparing students for work in IT, engineering, or skilled trades jobs (e.g.,

electronics maintenance technician, water treatment operator, or
wastewater treatment operator).

2. An analysis should be conducted of current certification requirements
for mission-critical job categories, to determine whether they

adequately address the knowledge and skills needed for effective use
of digital tools.

3. New training materials should be developed for use by community

colleges, unions, professional associations, and other training providers,
to help them prepare potential candidates for mission-critical positions

in the water industry that now require the ability to make use of digital

tools (e.g., SCADA, asset management systems, and geographic
information systems).

4. Skills training that goes beyond the basic understanding of different
kinds of systems and tools can require access to software and

hardware to which community colleges, unions, and other training

partners do not have access and are often unable to afford. Utilities
should provide opportunities for on-site learning, such as student

internships, pre-apprenticeships, and apprenticeships, to be provided
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on either a utility or a regional level. These learning opportunities should
include exposure to the digital tools that utilities are using to perform
the work.

5. New messaging should be developed at both the local and the national
level to make it clear to students, parents, teachers, counselors,

community organizations, and unions that all mission-critical utility jobs

now require digital skills. The messaging should reinforce the fact that
qualified candidates will need to possess the willingness and ability to

continue to learn to use new tools as they evolve over time. This will help

attract candidates who are interested in continuous learning.

6. In their communication with students, parents, educational institutions,
community organizations, and unions, utilities should make it clear that
digital literacy is becoming a requirement for all water utility jobs,
regardless of how the job is currently performed. As one Advisory Group
member stated, “When you are interviewing an applicant, make sure
you ask technology questions. Make sure candidates have digital skills
and have the capability to learn to use your systems.”
Realizing that these systems will continuously evolve over time, a utility’s
candidate development efforts should also stress the need for
continuous learning. One Advisory Group member commented, “The
importance of a person’s willingness to learn can’t be overstated. “He
noted that in some cases a person with the exact skillsets needed might
not be available, but that it is more important to get someone who
demonstrates “the characteristics of a change agent.”

7. Utilities should take into consideration in their definition of mission-

critical jobs that both Information Technology skills and data analysis

skills have become critical for fulfilling their operational responsibilities.
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8. Both development and recruitment of digitally qualified candidates for

mission-critical jobs may be more effectively handled through regional
collaboration than by the individual efforts of utilities.

9. Teacher externships can be an opportunity for utilities to provide

information to teachers on the real-life applications of skills (e.g., math)

they are teaching to students, and for utilities to gain information on the
curriculum that schools are using to teach students digital skills.

Artificial Intelligence

1. Develop workshops on Artificial Intelligence that can be provided at

both national conferences and (in customized forms) at the regional
level. Their format could include:

•
•

Discussion of what AI is and what it can offer

Discussion of the algorithms that underlie computer analysis of
data

•

Examples of types of AI applications, and case studies relating to
both benefits and lessons learned

•

A focus on the importance of data quality and comparability to
make full use of the potential of AI tools
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•

Facilitated discussion of possible applications, considering that

different utilities (and different staff members within utilities) are
at different levels of understanding of AI tools.

2. Where utilities can combine efforts to create high-quality, unbiased,

comparable data in functional areas of shared interest (e.g., condition
assessment of facilities and risk of failure), there is an opportunity to
benefit from the information that can be derived from a larger data
base.

3. Develop case studies of successful use of artificial intelligence,
collective intelligence, and computer-assisted learning in

water/wastewater utilities as well as other industries (e.g., oil and gas,
aerospace, or transportation). The information collected should
address questions such as the following:

a. What problem was the application intended to solve? What were the
goals of the project, and why was this tool selected?

b. What staff reactions and resistance were encountered? Was

resistance effectively overcome, and if so, how? If not, what lessons
were learned?

c. What modifications needed to be made, if any, to job categories and
job descriptions, recruitment, and salaries?

d. What staff training was needed on an initial and ongoing basis, and
how was this provided?
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e. How were implementation processes and outcomes as expected,
and how were they different?

f. What problems were discovered with data needs, data quality, data
comparability, and data biases? How were these handled?

g. What advice would you give to water/wastewater utilities
considering use of this type of tool?

4. Identify job categories in the water industry that are most likely to be
impacted by AI tools, where the provision of training at the regional,
state, or national level would be most helpful (e.g., job categories

associated with the inspection of transmission facilities, or water and
wastewater treatment) .

5. Investigate AI applications in other industries and their potential
application to the water industry.

Cybersecurity

1.

Provide workshops, webinars, and/or publications on how to address

cybersecurity concerns during the selection and implementation of

new digital tools. A sample topic to be covered would be cybersecurity

risks associated with cloud services (e.g., SCADA in the cloud). Utilities
should examine contract terms and make sure that the utility has

properly addressed any redundancy and back-up requirements. The
cybersecurity practices of SCADA in the cloud service providers are
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highly variable, and utilities should be aware of the risks they accept
when outsourcing SCADA support.

2. There are over 50,000 community water systems in the United States,

and most if not, all are vulnerable to some sort of cybersecurity attack.
As an industry, we need to acknowledge and learn from cyberattacks.

Rather than covering up incidents (if attacked) and blaming victims (if

others are attacked), we need to report incidents, learn from each other
and from expert guidance (e.g., training offered by the American Water
Works Association), and take advantage of new cybersecurity tools
(e.g., the Idaho National Laboratory’s Consequence-Driven Cyber-

Informed Engineering Process).

3. Utilities (at the utility, regional, and national level) should work closely
with WaterISAC https://www.waterisac.org/ which is taking the lead on
cybersecurity for the water sector and work closely with federal
government as well.

4. At the utility level, utilities should re-evaluate the tools they are using to
address cybersecurity concerns. This should include a periodic review
by a third-party expert to provide suggestions that may have been
overlooked by staff. External parties can also test existing cybersecurity systems.
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